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Alumni return
tQ Universi~y
for weekend
By KRISTIE HELMS
Staff Writer

Pholo by A. CRAIG RAYCRAFT

YOU OTTER SIGN: With the help of Kelr Kendall, • Junior aoclal work major from
Frankfort, t hla otter enthualaatlcally rec ruits passeraby to atop and sign the Green Pledge for
Earth Day at the portable building set up on campua this week by American Humanlcs
students.

Alumni Weekend, an annual
event sponsored by the alumni
affairs office will be held this
weekend with the theme "Rising to New Heights."
Planning for the large
number of alumni who usually
attend the event began the day
after this fall's Homecoming,
said Patti Jones, assistant
director of alumni affairs.
"We had about 350 people
who paid for banquet ticket$
last year and it may be more
this year because (incoming
president) Dr. Kurth is making
plans to attend the banquet if
there aren't any unforeseen
events.'' Jones said.
The alumni banquet will be
Saturday at 7 p.m. in the Currie
Cerifer ballroom. Dunne the
banquet, the 1990 Distinguish·
ed Professor of the Year will be
announced.
Four Distinguished Alumni
Award recipients will also be
recognized at the banquet.
• Carl Mays of Gatlinburg,
Tenn., graduated from Murray
State University in 1963. Mays
is the president of Creative Liv·
ing, Inc., a leadership develop·
ment organization designed to
help people set and reach goals.
Mays is also the author of
"You Can Do It!" and is preparing another book for publica·

Courier Journal sues Murray State
for access to public safety records
By CATHY COPE
campus Ufe Editor
Protesting lack of access to
Murray Stnte University police
records, the Courier-Journal fil.
ed a law!'uit against the University April 20.
FTan Ellers, a reporter for the
Courier-Journal had made two
requests to inspect and copy certain campus police records and
was denied access on the
grounds of the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act,
commonly known as the
Buckley Amendment.
After the second denial, the
Louisville newspaper appealed
to the Kentucky Attorney
General Fred Cowan, who later
supported the University's
denial in agreement with the
Buckley Amendment by stating

the campus police shares information with other school
offices.
" We think the attorney
general's opinion is wrong,"
said William Hollander, one of
the Courier's attorneys. "We
don't think the Buckley Amend·
ment was intended to cover
campus police records."
Hollander said the Buckley
Amendment was intended to
cov~r education records and not
records with alleged crimes.
"The reporter (Ellers) is entitled to review and copy
records and the reporter has
been denied that right,"
Hollander said. "That is
basically the problem."
Hollander said the opinion
handed down by the attorney
general "provides that a court

will review a denial of an open
records request de nova (on it's
own).
" It provides that courts are te
take into consideration free and
ope n exami nation in the
public's interest," he said. "Any
exceptions in the open records
act are to be strictly construed."
Acting President James
Booth said the University did
not receive notification of the
Courier's filing until Tuesday
afternoon. He said they read
about the filing in the
newspaper.
"We've met very briefly on it
and it is under review," Booth
said.
"The Courier-Journal certainly exercised its right, and we
will respond appropriately," he
said.

"Murray State University
still feels the attorney general's
response is correct," said Anita
Lawson, custodian of records.
"But we will abide by whatever
the court decides.''
Lawson said it was not thl' fil.
ing of the ' suit t.hal was a
surprise.
"Its coming so late was a surprise," she said.
Lawson said University attorney, James Overby, is filing
a motion to dismiss the appeal
in circuit court.
She said the University is
defending the Buckley Amend·
ment because of on-campus
judicial processes, which are
SH LAWSUIT
Page 17
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tion. Mays has been awarded
the National Faith and
Freedom Award.. for communicators who contribute
toward the upholding of
American ideals.

• Dr. Henry Earl Jones of
Fairhope, Ala ., a 1969
graduate, became the youngest
chainnan of any dermatology
department in the United
States in 1977 at the Emory
University School of Medicine.
Jones is recognized as one of the
leading dennatologists in the
country.
• Dr. Patrick Brown of Huntington , W.Va., a 1965
graduate, is now t he chairman
of t he department of anatomy
and a880Ciate dean of the School
of Medicine a t Marshall University. Brown is t he immediate
pa.st.president of the National
Interfraternity Conference and
hal earned awards for his ability to motivate college students.
•Jackie H ays Bickel of
Louisville, a 1979 graduate, is
news anchor of WAVE-TV. She
has worked at WPSD-TV in
Paducah, WH AS -T V in
Louisville and KYW-TV in
Philadelphia, the nation's
fourth largest television
market. She also received a
Dartmouth Award for Economic
Understanding in 1984.

-

See ALUMNI WEEKEND
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· Cartwright shares benefits from ACE with University
By KAREN GALLAGHER
Senior Editor

"The greatest satisfaction in
higher education is to be found
in the classroom. I believe it is
the center of what attracts us
all to higher education, or
should be the center."
History professor Joseph
Cartwright has made this
observation during his yearlong fellowship with the
American Council of Education.
Cartwright participated in
ACE's 1989-90 Leadership
Education Program by spending the fall semester at James
Madison University in Harrisburg, Va., and the spr ing
semester at. Vanderbilt Univer·
sity in Nashville. He bas
• studied both universities by
working closely with their
administration.
One of Cartwright's main interests during his fellowship
has been the emphasis that institution s place between
teaching and research, he said.
In a study he conducted at
James Madison concerning t he
relationship between teaching
and researeh in personnel decisions, Cartwt'ight said he found
tension between the two in
. evaluation of faculty .
Personnel decisions include
hiring, promotion, merit and
tenure.
At James Madison there is
less tension than at most in·
stitutions, he said.

"J ames Madison has maintained a clear vision (of its mission as an undergraduate
teaching institution). and used
its resources effectively," be
said. "It kept its priorities on
teaching and creating a warm
and caring environment for its
students."
The result has been a reputation as one of the nation's best
undergraduate institutions, he
said. "Students are clamouring
to get in the place."
_
J ames Madison is a regional
state university in the Shenandoah Valley with an enrollment
of about 11,000. It draws
students from the Richmond,
Va., and Washington, D.C.
areas.
At Vanderbilt, which has a
reputation as a major research
institution, Cartwright said
that he could see more evidence
of the tension.
"(Great amounts of) research
is expeCted of Vanderbilt faculty because it is trying to gain
greater national recognit ion as
a research institution," he said.
"At the same time, Vanderbilt
is also conce r ned wit h
teaching."
Vanderbilt is a private
university in urban Nashville
with an undergraduate enrollment of about 5,300.
Tension between research and
teaching has been recognized
nationally, he said. The
American Association on

JOHph cartwrtght
Higher Education and the ACE
have both called attention to
the need to broaden the idea of
excellence in higher education.
Different institutions with
different missions have different roads to, excellence, Cartwright said. The quality of
teaching and learning is of
critical importance to any
institution.
·
''I don't think this detracts
from research, but research is
not the only criterion for ex·
cellence, even at the large
research institutions, but par·
ticularly schools with missions
as undergraduate teaching in·
stitutions," he said.

Murray State is a school with
such a mission.
Currently at Murray State,
there are preliminary efforts at
strategic planning to focus at·
tention of the University's mission, which is undergraduate
teaching, CartWright said.
"(Undergraduate teaching) is
a mission of many institutions,
but is not acted on in the reward
systems," he said. "The real
proof of what's important to an
institution is not reflected in
written material, but how it
allocates its resources."
Therefore, it is important for
an institution to tie its budget
to' its strategic planning and
mission, he said.
Studying James Madison and
Vanderbilt has reinforced to
CartWTight what Murray State
does well as an institution.
"We have a very good general
education p r ogram that
represents the work and committment of many faculty," he
said.
MSU's "first-rate" foreign
studies program also shows the
hard work of the faculty and
support of administration, he
said. There a re very few institu·
tiona the size of MSU with t he
same resources that offer this
type of program, he said.
"I guess what I would like to
see most (at Murray State) is a
concentrated effort to ask
ourselves as a community, on
every issue that comes up, what

the implication will be on t he
education of students," Cart·
wright said. ''Asking ' Is what.
we propose in the best interest
of the students?'
"Murray State has long taken
pride in being a place where
students count, but I think we
can always benefit from
reassessing priorities and trying to match special talents and
opportunities that we have here
for development of students
with our mission a nd committment of resources," he said.
Cartwright said that Murray
State has done a better job than
most campuses to create a
warm and caring environment
for its students, but could
benefit from a renewed committment to that goal.
There is much support on
campus for pursuing that goal,
he said.
'' An important part of
creat ing a CAring environment
is challenging students to reach
beyond their current abilities
and attain t heir maximum
potential," he said.
One way to challenge
students is to offer them diversi·
ty, Cartwright said.
" Mur ray State is keenly
aware of th is," he said. This
diversity includes having more
minorities among the students,
See CARTWRIGHT
Page 8

Humanities: How much does the nation know?
....
By KAREN GALLAGHER

Editor's Note: Anyone that
wishes to compare themselves to
the University test scores should
complete the adjacent self test
before reading this article. The
numbers adjacent to the test
answers are the percentage of
MS U students surveyed who
answered correctly.
In a survey of 265 Murray
State students, 57 percent knew
what the Koran was, and 38
percent knew that William
Faulkner wrote "As I Lay
Dying."
In the convenience sample
conducted by the department of
sociology, anthropology and
social work this semester, 265
students were asked 20 general
knowledge questions dealing
with literature and history.
These questions were taken
from an 87-question survey of
1200 college seniors conducted
in 1989 by the Gallup Organiz.a·
tion for the National Endowment fot the Humanities.

In the Nov. 12 issue of The
Courier-J o urnal, i t was
reported that nationally about
55 percent "flunked" the test by
getting leas than 60 percent of
the questions correct, and
another 20 percent would have
received a " D."

MSU students only out-scor~d
those surveyed nationally on a
hand·full of questions, said
Lillian Rogers-Daughaday, an
assistant professor m the
sociology. anthropology and
social work department.
In the national test, college
seniors were tested. In the MSU
test, 143 of the 265 tested were
freshmen.
The MSU study, although not
a true representative sample,
reflects that somehow general
knowlege is not getting through
to the students, RogersDaughaday said.
Although the test questions
were consid e r ed gen e r al
knowledge that should be learned in high school, it may be the
ease that the students will gain
this knowledge after com·
pleting the MSU general education require me nts, RogersDaughaday said.
At MSU, the question moet
answered ~rrectly was: What
are the ftrst 10 amendments to
the U.S. Constitution called?
Almoat 93 percent responded
correctly.

1. How many senators does
each state have in the federal
Congress?
a. One
b. Two
c. Three
d. Seven
e. One to 27, proportional to
population

2. Who wrote ''The Sound
and the Fury," "The Bear"
and "As I Lay Dying?"
a . J ack London
b. Ernest Hemingway
c. James Fenimore Cooper
d.William Faulkner
S. The Koran ia the sacred
text of...
L Buddhism
b .blam
c.Hinduiam
d..Judaiam
4.Wbat an the fint 10
am.ndmenb to the U.S.
Constitution called?
L Bill o( Rights

b. Mayflower Compaet
c. Artic:l.. ol Confedention
e. Declaration ol
Independence

The statement least answered
correctly was: "The Emancipation Proclamation issued by
Lincoln states t tiat ...

ol1917 wu led by:
a . Lenin

Only 23.3 percent could finish
this sta tement .

b. Stalin
c:. RUputin
d. C&~ar Nicholas U

5. The Bolshevik Revolution

6.The Scopes trial concerned:
a. freedom of the press
b. prayer in the schools
c. teaching evolution in
school a
d. education in private
schools
7.ln which time period was
the Civil War?
a. before 1760
b. 1750-1800
c. 1800-1850
d. 1850-1900
8. 1900-1960
f. after 1950
8.In which time period was
WWI?
Lbefcn1760
b.17S0.1800
c. 1800-1860
d. 1850-1900
e.1900-1960
r. after 1950
9. In which time period did
Columbua ftnt land in the
weetem bemi8pbere?
L Wen 1l500
b. 1500-115150
c.1550-1600
d. 16()0..1650
ANSWERS:
(&e)rt
(l,g)q ·g

(88) P't

(eg) q•t

<oe>•·e
(99) ..8
(tt)P"L
(gg):r9
(tt)rg
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Disciplinary action taken
because of dorm incident

Additional funds given
to minority scholarshi
By RHONNDA KERR

"Through our investigation,
we received a report of some
Staff Writer
people who might possibly have
Disciplinary action will be
a weapon that we could follow
taken against Murray State
up on. We contacted those inUniversity students this week
dividuals and they've come
concerning two incidents in
forward."
Franklin Hall involving
weapons.
Hulick said the students must
On the afternoon of Sunday,
live by the residence hall rules
April 8, shots from a BB gun
and regulations, of which one
were fired into two glass panels
says that firearms are not
in the hall corridor and into the
allowed in the dorms.
television lounge where a stu- record, they may be removed
''This is simply because it is a
from the hall.
dent was sitting.
perceived dangerous risk to
Captain Carl Martin, with others," she said.
Two weeks earlier, two shots
were also fired into the window public safety, said no criminal
"I think any time a person
charges have been filed by the has a firearm, whether it be a
of the secretary's office.
Paula Hulick, director of University.
BB gun, bow and arrow, or hun·
housing, said the incidents
He said the University's main
ting knife, it is serious because
caused approximately $800 goal right now is to just have
in a community living environdamage to the facility.
the damage paid for.
,
ment other people can be at
She said the students who are
Hulick said, since Augustine
risk.
responsible for the damage Pounds, vice president of stu"We know in today's society
have been identified.
dent development, has that if there's anything (any
However, their identities are designated her to be in charge weapons) around and someone
not available to the public of all disciplinary problema gets upset with someone, the
under the Family Educational campus-wide, she handled the potential for them to use it
Rights and Privacy Act, known incident, and the names very might be there."
as the Buckley Amendment.
quickly came forward.
She said each year housing
Hulick said she is now trying
"Since I had thaL responsibili- finds some type of firearm in
to identitY among the students ty I just kept it here, and it was the dorms.
who may have been aware of in house too, meaning within
"A common one we find is
the incidents versus who actual· the residence halls," she said.
hunting guns during hunting
ly fired the weapon.
Hulick said she became aware season, since we are in the Land
She said the students will be of the broken glass when a staff Between the Lakes area,'' she
given the option either to go member noticed holes in the said.
before the Judicial Board or windows and then reported
"Even though we go over it
take sanctions that housing will them.
(the policy), we know, just as
reccommend.
"When you looked at the win- some people choose to drive too
She said these sanctions may dows, it became very apparent fast, some people chOOAC to brinclude full payment of the cost, that they were BB boles," she ing their firearms. However,
and, if the students do not have said. "So, we started asking we're pretty serious about it,
a prior record, disciplinary pro- questions, trying to identify and any lead we have, we wiU
bation. If they do have a prior what might have happened.
follow up on," she said.
By MELANIE BUCKLIN '

A~n

'Even though we go
over it (the policy), we
know, just as some
people choose to drive
too fast, some people
choose to bring in their
firearms'
-Hulick

AMI

A~ll
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A~ll

Congratulations Bobbi Koehn
on placing #1 in the OVC
Championship!

We're proud of you!
A~n

Tan

At

The

AMI

A~ll

A~ll

Tropics Tanning

A6ll
Salon

GRADUATION SPEC
1o Consecutive Visits
for $20
Call 753-8477

New
Hong
Kong

Restaurant

753-4488

Open 7 days a week
Sunday-Friday 11 a.m.-9:30 p.m.
Saturday 4:30-9:30 p.m.
Daily Lunch Special
Monday-Friday
11 a.m.-2 p.m.
$Sl0

Murray State University of·
ficials assigned $30,000 to the
minority affairs office for
minority scholarships.
The money was taken from
the University scholarship
fund and assigned to the
minority affairs office to imporve the retention rate of
minorities beyond the
freshman level, said Acting
President James Booth.
" Designating funds for
minority scholarships beyond
the freshman level wiU assist
the University in meeting its
goals of improving minority
retention," Booth said.
"These funds will provide
additional scholarship opportunities to qualifying and
deserving minority students,"
he said.
Murray State loses many of
its minority students between
their freshman and
sophomore years, so the
money will not necessarily by
divided evenly among
sophomores, juniors and
seniors, Booth said. It will be
used where it is needed most.
The Board of Regents approved the assignment of
funds with the preliminary
budget Saturday and is expected to grant it final approval during the regularly
scheduled quarterly meeting
May 12.
Guidelines for the minority
scholarships were suggested
by an appointed committee

Black
Life at
MSU
consisting of Dean of Admissions Phil Bryan, Director of
Minority Affairs Lydia Jones,
Cathy Pasco (representing
Vice President for Student
Development Augustine
Pounds), track team coach
and counselor Fred Sawerby
and students Howard Theus
and Dorthy Newburn.
Suggested Guidelines
include:
• The students must
demonstrate financial need.
• The students must have at
least a 2.5 grade point
average or extenuating
circumstances. ,_
• The students must have
been enrolled at Murray State
University for two semesters.
• The deadline for the ap·
plications will be April1 with
the exception of the 1990-91
applications, which will be
due May 11, 1990.
The new scholarships will
be availal?le to minority
students for the faU semester
of 1990, said Bryan. "We're
really rolling with this," he
said.
"It's an excellent opportunity for us to act on our committment to improving minority
retention," he said. "We're
putting our money where our
mouth is."

AMI

.

A~ll

Editor In Chief

Sunday 'Buffet
11 a.m.-2 p.m.

$5.75

can for carry out orders and more lnfonnatlon.
We cater parties, banquets & meetings
and can seat up to .200 people

·-

Thanks To The Following Seniors Who Have PLEDGED
Their Support To MSU In 1990 SENIOR PLEDGE
PROGRAM
Eddie Allen
Mark Boggess
Lee Wardlow
Leon Kehrer II
Michael Black
Peggy Warren
Penny Warren
Jerry Green
Jana Davis
Nanette Kehrer
Steve Cole
Benjamin Garland
Kristina Fazi
Robert Jeff Gish
John T. Chenery
Susan Simmons
Brian Spalding
Ronnie Barnett
David Burgos
Janice Hatler
Shawn Martin

Linette Hamilton
Margaret Graefen
Phillip J. Coffman
Eric Cook
Cathleen Cope
Lueann Coleman
John Chumbler
Lisa Shoemaker
David C. Fuller ll
Rebecca Jones
Anthony Jones
Rachel Johnson
Paul Johnson
Chuck Leonard
Brian Crain
David Hobbs
Terry Alexander
Matt Fritsche
Scott Wilford
Curt Bradley

Joe Jeffries
Don Malotte
Sarita McClure
Terry McNichols
Bill Drake
Lisa O'Nan
Mark Moats
Ann Smith
Olga Quinones
James Shaheen
Ezra Shroeder
Eddie Rudolph
Jennifer Goodwin
Barbara Futrell
Kelly Walker
Rhonda Kasten
Jo Anne Cain
Judy Fleming ~·~
Ryan Rusk ·
Chris Hill ·
:~
Laura Kennedy .'

They have taken the challenge, now
They are challenging the other seniors
· to do the same.
For more information contact:
MSU Foundation
762-4286
5t It _ Floor Spark~

'
-
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Know what date rape is

~-

Aquaintance rape. To many people this is an oxymoron- two terms that
do not go together. But they do.
Rape is any time one person forces sexual intercourse on another. Be
that in a dating situation, a friendship, a marriage or any other
relationship.
Rape is not only committed by strangers leaping out of bushes at mid·
night. In fact, it is estimated that 70 percent of rapes are committed by an
aquaintance of the victim.
Women at Murray State should know that they are potential victims of
rape, whether or not they realize it. Men at Murray State should know
that certain actions can make them rapists, whether or not they "meant"
to be.
There are misconceptions about aquaintance rape. That it is the fault of
the woman "teasing" the man. That "no" really doesn't mean "no." That
it is just sexual desire getting a little out of hand. That a man, after paying
for a date, should get some kind of "compensation."
In working to limit aquaintance rape remember: aquaintance rape is a
form of violence, just like stranger rape is.
"Rape is not an agressive form of sex. It is a sexual form of agression,"
stated the Lexington Rape Crisis Center.
"No" always means "no."
,
Although it says there is no one solution, the Lexington Rape Crisis
Center has outlined several guidelines to avoiding aquaintance rape:
• know your sexual desires and limits
• communicate
• assert yourself
• do not make assumptions
• avoid excess use of alcohol and drugs
• respect each other's rights

F~~DBACK--------~--------------------------------In spirit of Earth Day
Earth Day 1990 is over. Whether it
was a success depends on your own participation and interest in the event. It
was succeSsful.for me. I even have sunburned shoulders earned at the Land
Between the Lakes celebration to prove it.
Earth Day may be over, but the
message it brings should become a part
of us. "Think globally. Act locally."
Act locally at Murray State
University.
• Support the Student Government
Association in its move to provide
paper containers instead of the
polystyrene "Styrofoam" products.
Polystyrene either fills landfills
without biodegrading or releases CFCs
into the air when incenerated, which
eats away at the ozone layer.
If banning plastic foam is important
to you tell SGA. If it does not get the
job accomplished, take up the issue

MSU

adj~nct

MSU environmental problems should be pinpointed
COMMENTARY
Karen
Gallagher
Senior
Editor

yourself. Meanwhile request paper instead of Styrofoam.
,
• Keep tabs on what kind of tuna the
University buys. So far, according to
University food buyer Terry Todd, the
MSU currently buys Hermitage Blue
chunk light tuna. The supplier of this
brand is Robert Orr, which in turn,
buys its tuna from Starkist.

H.J. Heinz Co., which owns Starkist,
said it would not purchase tuna from
companies that used the "purse net"
method of fishing. This method captures and kills dolphins and porpoise
along with the tuna.
There are Kentucky and University
laws that state MSU must buy supplies
from the lowest bidder on an acceptable brands list. However, Todd said
the majority of the time Starkist is
awarded the bid. Bids are awarded
every four months.
Do your part by checking to see
which company got the bid for the
following months. If it's not acceptable
- don't eat it.
• Tell the University Bookstore to stop
using plastic bags, which cannot be
recycled. Always ask for paper bags,
which can be recycled, and then only if
you really need them. Many items

instructors deserve better treatment

To the Editor:

tees (usually committees involving time tion ia not legal tender in grocery stores
and
legwork) and participate in profes- or mortgage companies. .
I read with great interest your article,
"Committee Created to Learn Faculty sional conferences to stay current in
Adjunct instructors have been called
• Ideas," which addresses the problem of composition theory and pedagogy (often
the migrant workers of academe or the
raising faculty salaries at Murray State. at our own expense).
Rodney Dangerfields of English departIn short, we work long hours for low ments, but I believe a more apt analogy
Although I applaud the efforts of this
committee, J do so knowing it will be of pay- so low, in fact that many adjunct. lies in the motto of the Avis Car Rental
· no benefit to me or to any of the other instructors are ashamed to admit they Agency - "When yoll're number two,
hard-working individuals on the Murray are paid $1,000 per course per semester. you try harder." Therefore, even though
State campus labeled as adjunct or part- That adds up to a meager $4,000 per we do not have a voice in the Faculty
time faculty, for we are not represented year, since in order to classify us as part· Senate, some effort should be made to
in the Faculty Senate. Neither are we time the university allows us to teach a aBBure that part-time faculty , as well as
mentioned in the Faculty Handbook nor maximum of two courses per semester. full-time faculty, are paid a salary that
accurately reflects their teaching duties
listed in the campus telephone direcory;
Some of us with a stt·ong committment and the additional duties they assume
in class schedules we are "staff." In
other words, our existence is not to teaching are able to balance the pit- outside the classroom.
tance which we are paid and the low
acknowledged.
esteem in which we are held with the im·
Brenda G. ~aschall
Yet we teach classes, grade multiple pact we make on our students. But we
Adjunct instructor
drafts of freshman essays, hold con- are reminded month after month when
Engli~h department
ferences with students, serve or.. commit- we draw our paychecks that job satisfac-

,

could be placed in a backpack or purse.
• Make the University provide some
kind of recycling collection spot. Murray has a recycling location for
aluminum cans, but has nothing for
paper. The nearest paper recycling
locations are in Paducah and
Hopkinsville.
• Join Students Aiding a Vanishing
Earth, a student-run environmental
organization on campus. SAVE
meetings are Thursday at 9 p.m. in the
Barkley Room of the Currie Center.
Contact Bryan Miller at 762-2278 for
more information.
And remember to keep your objectives in mind. Environmental protection is not something to do because it's
''hip" or "in." It's something to do
because it's right.

S.R.O.W. workers
thanked by staff
To the Editor:
We would like to take this opportunity to say "Thanks" to the many
people who gave us some much needed help when we needed it most with
the Southern Regional Orientation
Workshop.
We really appreciate all of the help
we received, Had it not been for your
help and support, it would not have
been as successful as it was.
Jim Baurer
The Curris Center Staff

ji \iii
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Neustadt speaks
on Cold War end
By KRIS FAZI
Reporter

More than 100 Murray State
students had trouble finding
seats in a packed auditorium at
West Ke n tucky Wrat h er
Museum last Thursday night.
Most of them ended up seated
on the floor or lined along the
back wall to hear renowned
political author and professor
Richard E. Neustadt.
His lecture, "Has the Cold
War Been Won'?," was the 13th
annual Harry Lee Waterficld
Distinguished Lecture in Public
Affairs. The lecture series was
established in honor of the late
Harry Lee Waterfield, a former
lieutenant governor of Kentucky and native of Calloway
County.
Neustadt, a Douglas Dillion
professor of government at Ha;·
vard University, has served m
Washington under Presidents
Truman, Kennedy, Johnson
and Carter. His extensive experience in government provided a base for his lecture.
Neustadt said the Cold War,
referring to the long-time
unarmed conflict "consisting of
perceived threats and
challenges" between superpowers Soviet Union and the
United States, is over. But what
has taken place is uncertain.
Events in eastern Europe
''have no parallel in modern
times," he said. "These events

raise a question for Americans
in terms of the constant of our
foreign policy since 1947-48."
Neustadt said knowing how
the Cold War started and evolved is necessary to be able to see
it is over. He traced the history
of it from the postwar days in
1946 through President Harry
Truman's policy of containment
in the Truman Doctrine, which
offered assistance to any
democratic regime wishing to
maintain a democratic and
capitalistic society.
He described how later
events, such as September ltl49
when the Soviets demonstrated
the capacity to make fission
nuclear devices, and the Korean
War, caused mounting alarm in
America.
Our perceptions of .co~
munism evolved from seemg tt
as a cover-up for
authoritarianism in the Stalin
years to viewing it as an
ideology the Soviets would
spread anywhere they could,
not just in eastern Europe. It
became a perceived threat to
the United States itself, he said.
In response to this change in
perceptions, be said, U. S.
foreign policy eventually
militarized.
''That feature has remained
with us, at least in budgetary
terms, r ight up to this mo-

5

Shortage of dentists expected by 2000;
state dental schools reduce admissions
By MELANIE BUCKLIN
Staff Writer

By the year 2000, the st~te
Council on Higher Educat1on
predicts that there will be a
shortage of dentists, yet state
dental schools are trying to
reduce student admissions.
The study, as reported by
the Murray Ledger & Times
on March 12, 1990, concluded
that Kentucky would lose den·
tists through retirement and
migration faster than i t would
gain them over the next
decade.
It also said the current over-

supply of 119 general dentists
would be a shortage of 127 by
the turn of the century, unless
the universities of Kentucky
and Louisville admitted more
students in the next few years.
Dr. Steve Farmer, a local
dentist and 1980 graduate of
the University of Kentucky
Dental School, said after
speaking with the dean at UK
a few weeks ago, he did not
believe that the school was going to cut back after all.
"When I was going, there
were 60 students who went to
UK and 80 to U of L. Now,
they've cut it back to 40 at UK

and 1 think maybe 50 at U of
L.," he said. "With 90 coming
out every year, I don't think
there's going to be 90 leaving
every year for there to be a
shortage."
C.D. Wilder, a pre-dental ad·
viser at Murray State University, said he believes that
these trends go in cycles.
Farmer said it is supply and
demand.
/
"When there are few dentists and you need more, more
will go to ~;chool," he said.
See DENTISTS
Page a

Spring enrollment compares with
record-setting stats of spring '76
,
Murray State University's
1990 spring enrollment of7,482
is the second highest in its
history.
That final headcount submit·
ted by the Office of Admissions
and Records to the Kentucky
Council on Higher education is
28 fewe r than the spring
semester record of7,510 in 1976
and up 4.4 percent from the spr·
ing 1989 enrollment of 7 ,166.

Phil Bryan, dean of admissions, pointed to three other
See NEUSTADT 1990 spring statistics t hat he
said reflect t he favorable fall
Page 9 enrollment trend and provide a

good foundation for the next few
semesters.
• Undergraduate headcount
of 6,269 surpassed the previous
record of 6,061 in 1969.
• Full rime enrollment of
5,625 is second only to 5,924 in
1969.
• FTE (full-time equivalent)
of 6,004 is second only to the
6,201 FTE in 1969.
"These figures indicate the
same pattern of enrollment in·
creases at the undergraduate
level t hat we had in the fall of
1989," lie said, ''and give us
reason to be optimistic for t he
near fut ure."

Bryan specifically called attention to the FTE increase of
6.1 percent from the FTE of
5,658 a year ago.
"Funding from the state is
based on FTE," he
said,"therefore we are quite
pleaSed to see that much of an
increase."
Noting that the number of
high school graduates is not in·
creasing, Bryan said a major
reason for the enrollment increases is an upsurge in the cpllege attending rate for high
school graduates. lh the five
years from 1984 to 1989, the
rate went from 45 to 56 percent.

.·

It took Freud 38 years to understand it.
You have one night.
The psych exam is in 12 hours. And your id wants to party. Your ego
wants to conk out. But your superego knows you need to stay awake
tonight to cram.
Fortunately, you've got Vivarin. It helps keep you awake and mentally
alert for hours. Safely and conveniently. So all your brainpower can focus
on understanding the brain.
HFreud had used Vivarin, maybe he could have understood the brain
taster, too.

Revi-re with VIVARIN:
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POUCE BEAT
f

April24
3:49 p.m. - A complaint of
loud music was received from
the parking lot of Clark Hall.
4:55p.m. - A theft report was
taken from Carr Health.
April2S
11:29 p.m. - A student
reported seeing a male looking
in windows at Hart Hall.
11:37 p.m. - A resident of
College Courts reported that
her husband had threatened
her.
A student requested a
meeting with an officer about a
possible harrassment.
April22

1:20 a.m. - A person reported
a fight behind Franklin Hall.
2:27 a.m. - A situation which
appeared to be a fight was
reported in front of Regents
Hall. The subjects dispersed
when the officer arrived.
Ap ril21
6 :21 p .m . - A student
reported the theft of her purse.
9:48 p.m. - The Hart Hall
resident adviser reported that
the top panel of the elevator
was missing.
2:07 p.m. - The senior resident adviser in Woods Hall
reported an unauthorized in
dividual in the building. Accor
ding to the log reports, Paula
Hulick, housing director, said
the person was not permitted in
the building.
9:14 p.m. - Vandalism was
reported to the newsstand in
front of Winslow Cafeteria .

April20
12:49 p.m. - A theft report
was taken from Richmond Hall.
4:35 p.m. - A tree on the
north side of Wilson Hall was
vandalized with a Japanese
throwing star. The tree was
mutilated.
Aprill9
10:39 p.m. - Individuals were
reported throwing bottles otT
the west wing of Hart HalL.
5:28 a.m. - The latch on the
south entrance gate to the foot·
ball field was reported broken.
Ap ril18
12:05 p.m. - An accident was
reported on Waldrop Drive and
an ambulance was called.
7:16p.m. - A complaint was
received of individuals playing
hockey on the second floor of the
old Fine Arts building. The persons were gone when officers
arrived.
7:50p.m. - Two males were
reported near the Waterfield
Library looking in cars which
were parked between Carr
Health and the library. The
subjects were carrying a car
vacuum which they said was a
friend's. The persons will ap·
pear in Juvenile Court for the
offense.
11:51 p .m. - An officer went
to Hart Hall to verify a com·
plaint of bottles being thrown
out of the windows.

Materials for Police Beat were
gathered by staff writer Leigh
L a ndin i fro m mater i als
available to the public at the
public safety office of Murray
State Uniuerazty.

t

'MURRAY STATE
DORM RESIDENTS

WANTED
Turn in your channel selector BEFORE
leaving campus and RECEIVE your $15
deposit back!!
WE WILL BE COLLECTING EQUIPMENT
IN HART HALL, MAY 9, 10, 11 9 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

It is MANDATORY that all
students return this equipment
on these dates!!
753-5005

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Full line of: Electrical, Plumbing, Tools,
Hardware and much, much morel

BRING TffiS AD IN FOR
10°/o OFF PURCHASE

i••

Coupon not good on special orders, sale Items, or •
cash or carry prices.
•Expires May 31

•• Bel-Air Shopping

i•

••
•••

Center
759-1390

Slo,. hours:
Monday-Friday 7;30 a.m.-8 p.m.
Salurday II a.m.•5 p.m.
Sunday 1 p.m ·6 p.m•

······················-·····-··································~······

Roberson's Hih
Burger In~n~

Specialties

-

*Hickory Smoked
Bar-B-Que
*Plate Lunches
*Homemade Pies
*Catering

Pick up a barbecued
shoulder for your Derby
Day celebration!
Open SLm.-8 p.m.
Monday-Saturday
413 S. 4th St.

753-1155

is proud to announce its 1990-91 officers
Worthy Master........ ! ........ : .....................Scott Lipke
Worthy Chaplain .........•.•..............•.......Mike Young
Worthy Keeper of the Exchequer•...Mark Whitaker
Worthy Keeper of the Annals ....•.. Richard Sullivan
Worthy Scribe.....................•...........Jamie Bundren .
Worthy Usher....................•....•............Chip Crafton
Worthy ~entlnel .....................................Tom Davis
House Manager.....•........•......................Layne Motz
Social Chairman ...•...................•..••. Mark Edwards
Scholarship Chalrman.......•.................• Mark Bates
Public Relations........... ...........................Jeff Hargis
Alumni Relations .................•...........Todd Logsdon

LEADE RS OF TODAY•••
A N D T OMORROW%
...... ·. . ·..·
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1990 graduates
to be honored
at breakfast
By AMY LEAR

Staff Writer
Graduating seniors from
December, May and August
along with retired faculty and
staff will be honored at the 52nd
annual senior breakfast Tues.
day at 8 a.m. in the Curris
Center Banquet Room.
"It is a traditional event and
always a very entertaining
highlight of the end of the
school year," said Bill Furgerson coordinator for placement.
The overall theme is a light
humor type situation, Furgerson said. James Overby, university attorney, will serve as
master of ceremonies. "The
humor and demeanor of James
Overby is well known .~d i,~
should be very entertammg,
F11rgerson said.
"A big part of the entertainment. is always presented by
Murray State University's
music department," Furgerson
said. Randall Black will direct
the MSU Opera Workshop this
year. They will present "A
Weekend it\ the Country," from
Stephen Sondbeim's A Little
Night Music.
Augustine Pounds, vice president of student development,
will make the awards presentations. She will present awards
to the outstanding senior man
and woman, honor the
graduating Student Ambassadors, the retiring Student
Government Association officers and the 1990-91 officers,
Furgerson said.
Eddie Allen, SGA president,
will speak as a representative of
the senior class. James Booth,
acting presiden~ will also address the seniors, ·and Henry
Sanders, vice president of SGA,
will give the invocation.
Furgerson eaid there were 82
ticket outlets on campus where
interested faculty and staff
could purchase tickets for $3.75
from the secretaries in their
department. He said he is expecting an even larger turnout
than the 717 in attendance last
year.

Nurses to assist perspective donors
during screening process Tuesday
By CYRUS AFZAU
Assistant News Editor

Two nurses will be at Murray State University Tuesday
to assist people in the prescreening process to find a
bone marrow donor for former
Murray State University stu·
dent Stacy Sommer.
The nurses will be here to go
over t he pre.screening form
and initial it so that at the
blood draw Wednesday, people
will be able to get t hrough
quickly.
In addition, anyone who gave
blood during the bloodmobile
visit can participate in the
testing. Participants need to go
by the table to verify and
schedule participation.
Approximately $2,000 to
help with the ex nses of blood

Stacy Sommer
testing was raised at the
benefit dance last week at Kat
Man Do.
"I nm absolute! thrilled.

Our initial goal was $5,000 to
process 100 people. Wh~n we
bad~ man~ people wantmg to
partiCipate, It was a shame not
to have enoug~ money· The
st~dents ~~v~ ~mpressed me
w1th the mitlative they have
~en," said Don.na H.erndon,
director of alumm affall's.
"Stacy Sommer was pleased
and excited by the birthday
banner, cards and gifts. She
thanks everyone for what they •
have done to encourage and
support her. So far Murray
State has added 246 people to
the National Bone Marrow
Registry," Herndon said.
Three other schools have
pledged their support in the
drive. Carson-Newman Col·
lege in Jefferson City, Tenn.,
has )edged $1,000, nnd the

University of South Florida in
Tampa, $500. Brenau College
in Gainesville, Ga. is having a
t~pecial fundraiser for the
drive. One of their alumni
packages Georgia products and
they are selling them.
Sommer is currently in
remission and in good spirits,
Herndon said. She has been
home in Rockford, Ill., for
about a month.
Her doctors have attributed
her success with the treatment
to the attitude and interest
shown by everyone at Murray
State, Herndon said.
"Everything has been so ef.
fective here. We are going to
test another 200 people and
then raise the funds. I have all
the confidence in the world
Cthat t he money can be raisedl" Hernrlon !11\iJ
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OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

OPPORTUNin KNOCKS ON THESE
DOORSDRST.

})retty r.::"' 7;11 p.m.
Woman LB..! e~p.m.

Why? Because Artny ROTC helps you develop
management and leadership skilla. Builds your
aelf-<:<>nfidence. And makes you a desirable
candidate in the job market.
.
There'• no obligation until your junior year.
but stick with it and you'll have what it take• to
succeed-in college and,in Ufe.

1be

Guardian[!]

I

3~p.m.
a p.m.

ARMY ROTC

Baraaln Matinees

TD SIIIITEST coum

Saturday & Sunday only

ChUd $2
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Environmental issues
addressed by lecturer
By J AMES G. LOCKWOOD
Staff Writer

Environmental degradation
does not have to be the cost of
progress.
This message was delivered
by Greenpeace representative
Chris Cook to an audience of
about 100 people at the
Stables Tuesday night.
Now in its 20th year,
Greenpeace continues its nonviolent direct action techniques, originated by the
Quakers, in its mission to
compel individuals to act to
save the environment and en·
dangered animals, said Cook,
a native of Mayfield who now
works in Washington D.C.
Started by a group of Cana·
diana trying to stop atmospheric nuclear testing,
Greenpeace's cause quickly
captured the hearts of the
Canadian people. and then
the world, he said.
Following the philosophy of
direct action, Greenpeace
workers have, among other
things, caused the European
Economic Community and
the International Whaling
Commission to reform their
environmental polices, Cook
said.
Greenpeace workers have
painted nonhazardous green
paint on seal pups, rendering
their prized coats worthless;
placed motorized rubber boats
in the paths of whale bar·
pooners ; and placed
themselves below the drop·

zone of ships dumping nuclear
waste in the ocean.
Now Greenpeace is trying to
raise awareness in the United
States to the problems the
American lifestyle has caused
to the environment.
Long term problems include
acid rain, erosion of the topsoil and the depletion of the
ozone layer.
"As consumers, we are having to deal with long term problems," Cook said.
Americana are · poisoning
themselves, he said.
Although the United States
has been the instigator of
most the environmental problems now faced, the nation
has the resources to find the
cure, Cook said.
"Our nation is the greatest
hope and the greatest threat
to the world right now," he
said.
The solution does not stop
with our nation, though.
Cook said that as the Third
World starts to modernize,
these nations are going to
mimick America. He said that
.Americans should help other
nations to progress without
poisoning themselves.
"We have got to be the
leaders of the world," Cook
said.
That task comes back to the
individual, he said. One task,
magnified by 250 million people, could do a lot to save the
environment.
" Anything is possible,"
Cook said.

Former
biology
chairman dies at 90
.
..

Wolfson Reichlin and her husband, Dr. Morris Reichlin,
Oklahoma City, Okla.; one
sister, Mrs. Elinor Fiedler,
Bloomfield, Conn.; and two
grandchildren, Michele
Reichlin, St. Louis, Mo., and
Paola Reichlin, Washington,
D.C.
The family has asked that expressions of sympathy be ad·
dre88ed to the Memorial Fund
of Alfred Wolfson Founi:lation,
Munay State University
Biological Station, Murray.

Dr. Alfred Wolfson, a former the Children's Cultural AdvenMurray State University pro- turea in French at the Calloway
fessor, died Monday at the County Library. Wolfson and
Murray-Calloway Count}' his wife, Emily, were named
1988 Humanitarians of the
Hoapital.
Year by the Murray Rotary
Wolfson, 90, served as chair- Club.
man of the department of
The son of the late Mose
biology and retired after 40 Wolfson and Etta Finn Wolfson,
years of service. He came to he was born in New York, N.Y.
Murray in January 1930 and
He is survived by his wife,
received his Ph.D. from Cornell Mrs. Emily Wilson Wolfson,
University.
Murray; two daughters, Dr.
Wolfson had been active in Nancy Dolly Wolfson, Quebec,
community activities, such as Canada, and Mrs. Marianne

CARTWRIGHT
Continued from Page 2
faculty and administration, and
introducing students to a wide
variety of cultures.
This committment to diversity should be much more than a
legal obligation, he said.
"Preparing people to thrive
amid the diversity that will
characterize American society
i]\ the 21st century ought to be
one of our ~r goals," Cartwright said. "This is done by intluring that student& are in·
teracting with as diverse of
faculty and student body as
poasible."
The University must equip

people whose experiences are
only in one culture to relate to
others in another culture, he
said.
Cartwright said he sees this
exposure to diversity necessary
in order to be effective in the
future workforce, and to be ef.
fective citizens.
Population trends show that
by the 2bt century, white
males will be an increasingly
small part of the workforce, and
by the middle of the century,
whites are likely to be a minority, he said.
If Murray State students are

to compete in the future
· workforce, they ?eed. to .be
prepared to deal WJth d1vennty
in race, culture and gender, he
said. This diversity will have to ·
equip men to unders~nd and
appreciate the perspectiVes and
sensitivit.iea of women and
other groups.
This diversity can be reached
by creating a "seamless web". of
college ~xperiences that rem·
force each other, he said.
Among others, these experiences in~lude classroom
learning and residence hall
living.

right now and make their
•15,000 a year. They don't
realize if they would just go a
little extra time they could tri·
ple their money down the road."

price of dental school is eo high.
Pat Hollowell, a junior pre·
dentistry major from Paducah,
said for him the benefits
outweigh the work.
"It will give me a chance to
work for myself and make good
money," he said. "It will just
give me a lot of personal
freedom ."

DENTISTS
Continued from Page 5
He also said there are many
reasons students are not going
into dentistry as much as
before.
"A lot of people do not like to
wait for things, and dentistry is
delayed gratification," he said.
"People want to go out and get a
car, get a house or get a job

He said many students do not
go into dentistry also because of
the worry of contracting AIDS
and hepit itis and because the

This Little Piggy Went to Market
Prairie Farms
Ice Cream
1 gal.

$3.39

K E.N T U C I Y

LOIItiY

Showboat
Pork and Beans
15 oz . .

3 for 89¢

Now Open .
24 Hours

Monday - Friday

Piggly Wiggly
Pot Pie

7 a.m. - midnight
Saturday & Sunday

Piggly Wiggly
Apple Juice

7 oz.

64oz.

4 for $1.00

99¢

This Little Piggy Shops At
South 12th Street
and Glendale

•

PIGGLY WIGGLY

"The Original American Supermarket"

-- ,

753-9616

'I.
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NEUSTADT
Continued from Page 5

Jackie Haya Bickel

Patrick Brown

Henry Earl Jones

Carl Mays

ALUMNI WEEKEND
Continued from Page 1

Kayla Barrett, outgoing Stu·
dent Alumni Association president, said she is looking for·
ward to the alumni banquet.
"The alumni receiving the
awards are four diverse in·
dividuals. They are completely
different. So, I think the ban·
quet wlll be a little better this
year because Lhey come from

such different fields," Barrett
said.
The other Alumni Weekend
activities should also be in·
teresting, Barrett said.
"I just love it because you get
to talk to the people that were·
here a long time ago. It's in·
teresting to talk to the alumni.
They're really amazed about

how much the campus has
changed," Barrett said.
Mack and Debbie Bushart, of
Gilbertsville, will also be atten·
ding events such as the banquet
and participating in the golf
tournament during the
weekend.
"We like to come because we
both graduated from Murray

State the same year, and we've
tried to keep strong ties to Mur·
ray State," Mrs. Bushart said.
Costs for the alumni banquet
are $12.50 per plate and $7.50
for the Emeritus Club
luncheon.
For more information about
Alumni Weekend c all
502-762-3737 or 762-3437.

Scheduled Events for Alumni Weekend at MSU
Today:

Saturday;

Noon

8:30a.m.
• Racer CJa.lc Golf Touranent at Miler Memor1al Gol1f Courae

• Emeritus Club wm honor the aa. of 1940 at the Emer1tua Club
lu'lcheon In Cunll Center 8oll!oom.

Noon
• lu'1cheon tof the

• 2nd annual Student Alurml ADoclotlon Modball Tounoment at
the lntram~al field.

2p.m.
• Campus tours begin
6p.m.

6p.m.
• L.tt.rmon'a CUb reotganlzatton meeting In the Borldey Room ot the Currls

Center

e SAA receptiOn honoltng the 1990 dlltngullhed All..mnlln
mid-level lounge ot c~ een*

e AMSUL reception honoftng Or. f'omMt Poque In the Poque lJbrory
Loby

6:30 p.m.

7p.m.
• AUnri Banquet In CUrrla Centw 8alfoom

tp.m.
e PI Kappa Alpha ~~ day dance In the Pile Lodge

e AptlO Tau Omega Alumnl...oeptton at the ATO ~

7:30 p.m.

sunctar:

• Amuol blue and gold IJll1ng footbal game In Ste>wart SladUn

1

ac. ot 1940at the Holiday lm

:~Kappa Alpha A~ Social 1-b.r at Pike lodge

3:30p.m.

e

MSU Cho~Ttler Orct-.tra Concert In l..owtt Audlfollum
Graphic by A08 W1LK£AION

Second Annual
SAA Mudball

ment," he said. " It remained
with us (literally) until the bottom dropped out of it last winter
and this spring (with events in
Europe)."
Americans thought they could
wait the Soviets out until the
wish for freed om from
totalitarianism prevailed there.
He then asked, why did we
think the Soviets would even·
tually change their behavior?
"It was an act of faith," he /
said. "Looking back from 1989,
that act of faith turned out to be
not wholly unrealistic." Besides
a demand for freedom, we
thought the Leninist party
would turn into a corrupt
oligarchy and the command
economy would not meet con·
sumption demands of the Soviet
professional midclle cl888. This,
we thought, would force change;
we were right, he said.
Attempts at independence of
Soviet republica Litbuani~.
Estonia and Latvia a nd
Russia's negative reapon.ses to
them represent this new situation. Now there is concern
about many states, all with con·
flicting religious, economical
and political ideologies, having
possession of nuclear weapons.
Neustadt said this trend will
continue through the decade.
Preceding. the lecture, Harry
Waterfield ll performed the
tradition of awarding Harry
Lee Waterfield scholarships to
students in political and public
administration , political
science and criminal justice.
Ten students received a $1,050
scholarship.
Recipients were Brian Clardy,
South Fulton, Tenn.; Karen
Conway, Hardin; Barbara
Heathe, Brampton, Ontario,
Canada; Melissa Miller, Ben·
ton; Elizabeth Best, Paducah;
Kathy Hibbs, Madisonville;
Lori Payne, Murray; Camille
Austin, Cal houn ; Mar iaa
Swope, Owensboro; and Billie
Jo Pohl, Frankfort, lll.

Tfl,e Ststirs

Friday, April 27 at noon on the
Intramural field.

Thanks to our Sponsors:

WT3LN I 03.7
University Store, Curris Center
Toyota of Murray
Murray Nlssan Chrysler Dodge
Cain's Jeep-Eagle
Trucks, Trailers and Buses
Dwaln Taylor Chevrolet Geo
Parker-Ford Linc oln Mercury ,
Purdom Oldsmobile Pontiac Cadillac
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MudbalL Noon, MSU intramural field,
Waldrop Drive. Student groups par·
ticipating. Free admission.
Reception. Honoring Dr Forrest C.
Pogue, 6 to 7 p.m., Pogue Library. Alumni and friends welcome. Free admission.
Football. Annual Blue-Gold game, 7:30
p.m., Stewart Stadium. Admission by
donation of canned good for Needline.

Saturday

April28

Piano competition. Contemporary
music keyboard competition, 10 a.m.,
Farrell Recital Hall. Free admission.
Reception. Distinguished Murray State
University Alumnus Award winners
honored at the reception, 6 p.m., second
floor lounge, Curris Center. Free
admission.
Alu~ni Banquet. Four Distinguished
Alumnus awards and the Distinguished
Professor Award presented at the MSU
alumni banquet, 7 p.m., Curris Center
ballroom. Tickets are $12.50 per person.
Call 762-3737 for reservations.

Sunday

April29

Concert. Murray State University
Chamber Orchestra, 3:30 p.m., Lovett
Auditorium. Admission is $5 adults and
$2 students.

,

..·-..

Student art exhibit

Student reading

N . U. T. S.

theater

Photography by Gail Griffin Jones, on
A student poetry and prose reading production
display Wednesday through May 10. will be given Wednesday, 7 p.m., Clara
Student written one-act plays. May
opening reception May 41 7 to 9 p.m., M. Eagle Gallery. Announcement of the
Curris Center gallery. Free admission. ESO Scholarship recipient presented by Wednesday and Thursday, 8 p.m., Room
310 B. Wilson Hall. Admission charge.
Dr. C. Ron Cella. Reception follo ....'ing.
The MSU Lady Racer tennis team will
sponsor an open basketball tournament
April 27 to 29, beginning at 7 p.m., Carr
Health Building. Entry fee is $50 per
team . Applications are in Room 110,
Carr Health or the information booth of
the Curris Center.

GED

Emeritus Club Luncheon

The 4th Annual Racer Classic Golf
Tournament,
April 28, 8:30 a.m., with a
MSU 1940 graduating class will be
shotgun
start
at the Frances E. Miller
guests of honor April 27. at a noon lunMemorial
Golf
Course on Highway 280
cheon in the Curris Center ballroom.
six
miles
east
of
Murray. Entry fee is
Co!!t is $7.50 per person. Call 762-3737
$75.
Call
762-6813
for registration
or 762-3437 for reservations.
information.

Film presentation

Student art exhibit

GED tests will he administered at 8
Drawings by Marji Platt, on display
a .m., Monday and Tuesday, Counseling
and Testing Center, Ordway Hall. $10 Wednesday through May 10, upper
level, Clara M. Eagle Gallery. Free
fee. Call 762-6851 for information.
admission.

Monday

1

Golf tournament

Basketball

April30

Placement. Tennessee Valley Authori·
ty of Knoxville, Tenn. will interview occupational safety and health majors for
safety specialist position in Muscle
Shoales, Ala. Call 762-3735 for
information.

Recital. Senior !'laxaphone recital of
Caprecia Buckingham, 6:45 p.m., Farrell Recital Hall. Free admission.

Tuesday

Open hearin g. The Task Force Budget
Review will hold a campuswide open
hearing 4 to 5 p.m., Wrather West Kentucky Museum. All faculty, staff and
students are invited.

May1

Senlor b reakfast. MSU graduating
seniors of December 1989, May and
August 1990 will he honored at a
breakfast 8 a .m., Curris Center
ballroom. Tickets are $3.75 and free for
Baseball. MSU 'Breda vs. Cumberland, graduating seniors. Call 762-6838 for
Reagan Field. Time to be announced.
ticket information.

Huw Davies, photographer and filmmaker from Sunderland, England will
present his documentary film, "The Ship
That Never Returned," 7 p.m., April 30,
Clara M. Eagle Gallery.

Wednesday ·

May2

Movie. "Back to the Future-Part ll,''
Curris Center theater, 3:30, 7 and 9:30
p.m. Admission is $1 for matinee and
$1.50 for students with ID and $2.50 for
others for the evening showings.

Thursday

May3

ROTC awards ceremony. 3:30 p.m.,
Curris Center theater . Awards
presented to outstanding ROTC cadets.
Open to public.

Forget everything you
thought you knew
about video stores
because now there is

j
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The video store .that brings you movies
the way You like to see them.

COME JOIN THE FUN AT
305 SOUTH 12TH

;

DOOR PRIZES INCLUDE:
COLOR TV I VCR

MOVIE MEMORABILIA I T-SHIRTS
DRAWING FOR PRIZES FROM 12-4 P.M.

NOW OPEN DAILY 10-10
FRIDAY-SATURDAY 10-11
SUNDAYl-10
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Some of Kentucky's fame found .in Murray
100-acre farm houses horses
owned by students, ~niversity
By MELANIE BUCKLIN

Staff Writer
Being in Kentucky, which is famous for its
horses, it seems only fitting that Murray State
University have a 100-acre farm which houses 65
hones only one mile from campus.
The farm houses both quarter horse and
thoroughbred foals, yearlings, training horses,
school horses, two-year-olds, brood mares,
stallions and show horses.
The horses are used for lab experience in
breeding and managing, equestrian riding, and
breaking and training clasaes, as well as, for in·
tercollegiate show team participation.
Most horses at the farm are owned by students,
but some are university owned.
Three barns house the horses at the farm.
A 30..stall student barn houses horses that are
brought to Murray by students.
However, stalls in this barn are available on a
priority basis.
•
Denny Chapman, student manager of the farm ,
said the stalls are first available for those with an
equine science minor or some equine claaaes.
"Kids are calling every day wanting to bring
their horses, so we finally had to make the equine
priority," he said.
The rodeo barn is a 25-stall barn available to
thoee people who are on the rodeo team.

A ~stall barn is reserved for hones owned by
the university, as well as those horses that are
visiting the farm for training and breeding.
' Jim Rudolph, associate professor of agriculture
and animal science, said the farm, which opened
in 1970, was built mainly with funds that
students have paid to house their horses.
"The program runs on the $42 course fee each
student pays and the $180 housing fee for t he
horses and a supplement from the university," be
said.
·
Chapman said the farm is run very much like a
commercial farm, wit h the only exception being
that all of the work on the farm ia done by
students.
''We employ five students and all the work is
done by us, by Brian Terry, who is the manager,
and by student volunteers," he said. "Some of the
kids in the horsemanship claas volunteer extra
time to take care of the horeea and exercise and
groom them. The equestrian team members also
do quite a bit of the work," Chapman said.
"The student workers keep the stalls clean,
keep the horses groomed, oc:ca.eeionally help train
the horses and help administer medication when
it is needed," be said.
Chapman said the program is designed to give a
student maximum flexibility in a broad range of
studies and activities.
"The course and lab work concentrates on
equine management, horsemanship and extracurricular activities thrown in to provide
pre...P!!.ation in the horse industry," he said.

---

~

Equestrian team members

.

~~~!!~CEt~~~~ati~.~~!.~~~:
Staff Writer
Three members of the Murray
State University Equestrian
team have qualified for national competition in the Intercollegiate Horse Showing
Association.
Helen Mayer, Kim Gibson,
and Beth Uelsmann will repre·
sent MSU at St. Lawrence
University in Canton, N.Y.
Saturday and Sunday.
A fourth team member ,
Michelle J ust, qualified for zone
(one step below the nationals) in
the jump clal!l8. Just, a senior
from Nanuet, N.Y., placed
seventh in zone in the in·
termediate over fences
category.

Terry

said."
"We've really bonded this
year," Terry said. "It's more
like a family than a team."
The Murray State equestriana
received the National Champion Stockseat Team title in
1981 and in 1985. In 1983 and
1988 t hey took second place.
They also hold six regional
titles.
Uelsmann, a freshman from
Benton, Mo., said she is excited
about competing nationally.
"All the bard work paid ofT,"
she said.

Uelsmann is no stranger to
competition. "I got a pony when
I was three and I started showing when I was seven," she said.
Mayer, a junior from Tolland, She has been riding in the naConn., will compete in the open tionals since she was nine and '
stockseat division, the top has won seven times, she said.
western riding category.
"This (competition) means
Gibson will ride in the in· more, I guess, because l'rp
termediate stockseat division representing the school," she
and Uelsmann in the beginning said. Uelsmann said she came
stockseat division.
"Without the whole team we
couldn't have done it," team

See EQUESTRIAN
Page 16
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Accessibility on campus
problem for handicapped
By KRISTI RUGGLES

Assistant Campus Life Editor
De!tpit~ previous efforts to
make the Murray State University campus more accessible to
the handicapped, many problems stili need to be addressed,
according to William Fennessee, coordinator for the
Rehabilitation Services Education Program.
Jack Farley, chairman of the
Univerisity's Access Committee, said in the March 9, 1989,
issue of The Murray State News
these problems exist because of
a lack of funding.
Fennessee said funding
should be made available
because legal obligations exist.
"If you are not going to spend
any money on it you are not going to get anything done," he
said. "Whether money exists or
not there needs to be plans and
target dates, and nothing has
been done."
Paul Bylaska, University
budget director, said he was not
aware of a lack of funding.
"l don't know of any specific
requests that have been made
for that type of thing and re·
jected," he said.
Fennessee is a member of the
University's Access Committee,
but he said the organi:z.ation is
not active.
The committee has made
plans and efforts for improvements in the past, but lack
of funds has limited their
accomplishments.
" Cosmetically, it may look
like there is a lot being done,''
he said, "but when you get
down to the nu.b and boits of it
there is still a lot to do...
Some of these problems are
rather flagrant, he said. In
1982, the uniform federal ac·
cess1bility standards required
protrusions be removed from
walls, specifically ash cans.
Almost eight years later,
there are l'ltill moc.nted ash cans
on the walls in the ~pecinl
Education Building.

Fennessee also said very
specific regulations pertaining
to the weight and width of doors
are not being met.
Donna McGriff, a senior
education major from Paducah,
also said doors on campus pose a
problem for the handicapped.
She said the automatic but.
tons on the doors in Faculty
HaU have not worked for years.
The doors in the library could
a lso be dangerous because the
glass is too low and could break
if struck by a wheelchair.
The Curris Center is not very
accessible to the handicapped,
McGriff said.
"You have to squeeze into the
elevator," she said. "It takes
some practice, and you only
have a little space left when you
get in.
"And the ramp at the Curris
Center is about four times too
steep," she said.
Federal regulations require
that a ramp incline one inch for
every 12 inches in length. The
Curris Center ramp greatly exceeds that ratio.
Housing for the handicapped
is another issue that needs to bet
addressed. The only female
residence hall with wheelchair
accomodations is Springer Hall,
the farthest residence hall from
campus. Males are housed in
Clark, Franklin and Richmond
Halls. Three rooms each are
available for males and
females.

Panel discusses causes,
answers to discrimination
By CATHY COPE

Campus Life Editor
Discrimmation. Prejudice.
It's not just a black and white
issue.
It can involve sexes, race,
ethnic background and
religion. A panel discussion
Tuesday in the Currie Center
Theater addressed the topics
of discrimination and prejudice as well as some causes
and solutions to t he problems.
The panelists included Steve
J ones, associate professor of
sociology; Linda Kline, assistant professor of psychology;
and Frank Julian, associate
professor of legal studies.
"This is the first phase of
stages to create an awareness
of the problem," said Kim Barrett, moderator. "There needs
to be a development of
tolerance and diversity to
differences.
"In research done by
William Albritten, it was
found that juniors and seniors

Go Fishing wtth the
"write" bait...take

College Courts have recently
made accomodations for
Rtudents in wheelchairs.
' 'If you have upper body
strength you could adapt to the
way things are now in the
(College Court) bathrooms," ~he
said. "but if you don't have
much strength you would need
higher toilets and a bar."

I
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"It's alwavs summer
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753-3333
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Olympic Plaza

"If a parent has a prejudice
attitude, they tend to teach it
to their children," she said.

Thinking Out Loud

I
Summer';pltQpti~~ I
I

~'1 ~sv

"People form an 'in group' in
which they a.r e a member of
and an 'out group' in which
they are not a member of," she
said. "There tends to be a bias
towards the 'in group' because
that is what the person is part
of."
Kline said attitudes are.e.Iso
formed by physical
characteristics.
"We find that in a situation
where someone is distinctive,
they tend to draw att~ntion to
themselves because they are
different," she said.
Kline said frustration can
lead to hostility, which can be
directed toward the person
who is different, and she said
early learning experiences
also form,Prejudice attitudes.

14K GOLD HERRINGBONE
OR ROPE 18" CHAIN &
BRACELET
ONLY

,-----------~i~~-:-~~~~

I~ .e~

generally students showed
progress in their moral judgment, except in social justice
and tolerance," Barrett said.
As defined on a sheet of
paper handed out at the
discussion, prejudice is "a
strong feeling (attitude) for or
against something formed
before one knows all the
facts."
Kline focused on two components involved in the formation of prejudiced attitudes.
"The cognitive component is
a developed attitude without
adequate basis," she said.
"Typically when people form a
stereotype they don't have all
the facts."
She said everyone is a victim
to prejudiced attitudes.
"The affective or emotional
component are the ideas that
people feel for or against
.s omething," she said.
Kline said because people
simp lify information by
categorizing the world, they
create negative attitudes.

Olb" Jnter ests:
Major u agu(> Ball
Trafl(>/ing

" I d1dn'1 know where I wanted to wind up when I
graduated from college I JUst fell into my Job as a property
casualty agent. Someone I serv1ced happened to be w1th
Waddell & Reed and he asked me 1f I have ever thought
of changing jobs. I had no background 1n fmanc1al servICOS, and 11seemed a little awesome But Idon'tth1nk I
ever mel people who were more personally caring . You
can go to the moon w1th the potent1al that's here 1f you're
an entrepreneurial person You can market yourself to .ndivlduals, fam1hes. or busmesses. You can do what you
want to do People work for a lifet1me to get to that point.
Today the need for financial planning is important for
everyone. A Waddell & Reed Reg1stered Representa11ve
IS advantageously able toprovide that need by using the
resources of an organiZatiOn managing $8 b1lhon in assets and offenng clients an essential variety of
products-mulual funds, lim1ted partnerships, taxdeferred savings plans and insurance programs
Noreen Costelloe has been recognized for supenor sates
achievement She chose to move into a management poSition and is now a W&R DIVISIOn Manager You could be
t~king charge of your own career, develop,ng chent rela·
110nsh1ps and benefitting from a lucrative earnings program with generous commissions and bonuses. We look
forward IO answering your questions about our excellent
sales opportunities .
Send letter & resume to: 7400 New L.agrange Road,
louisville, KY -40222.

You owe it to yourself. ®

Waddell &Reed

FINANCIAL SER\1CES

7400 New Lagrange Road
Louisville. KY 40222
(502) 42&-an7
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Students· tough it in backpacking course
thinks the class is interest ing
but difficult.

By LEIGH LANDINI
Staff Writer

For many of us, roughing it
might be staying at a hotel
without an indoor swimming
pool, sauna, exercise room and
fancy restaurant, but for a
group of Murray State Univer·
sity students, "roughing it" in
t he outdoors was part of the
backpacking and outdoor living
class offered this spr ing.
Students take the class for an
easy one hour of credit and to
gain camping experience, said
Pam Rice, associate professor of
health, physical education and
recreation and teacher of one of
the two sections of the class of·
fered this semester.
"I think it's a fun class, it's
basically for fun and it is low
stress. We don't require an ex·
cessive amount of academic
work, and I hope we're having
fun on our excursions," Rice
said . "I think they (the
students) like having a fun class
and getting an hour credit. And
I think they perhaps don't get a
chance to do that in an organiz·
ed fashion very often."
Mike Walker: a freshman ac·
counting and computer infor·
mation systems major from
Clark, Wyo., said he finds the
class work easy, but the hiking
trip was rough.
"It was a pretty tough hike.
Overall, it's pretty easy, I
guess, most of the stuff I knew
but it gave me a better idea of
food and how to hike in larger
groups," Walker said.
However, one student, :Brent
Strieter, a freshman undeclared
major fr om Murray, said he

"It takes a lot of physical ac·
tivity and knowledge of the
wilderness. It's not as easy as
people think. It was a learning
experience," Strieter said.
Rice said showing students
how to camp is just one impor·
tant aspect of the class.
"I think exposing students
that might not otherwi~:~t~ g~t a
chance to do proper camping
and t hings in the out-of-doors (is
·
important)," Rice said.
During the class, students
learn about proper camping
techniques, proper camping
foods and how to hike.

I

Rice said students have an op.
portunity to experience camp·
ing as part of the class for
credit. The camping trip is man·
datory for the students. "They
can't take the class if they can't
attend the trip," she said.
One section of the class took
the trip last weekend and Rice
said her section will explore
outdoor living May 4·5.
Students who took the trip
last weekend said the hike was
long, but overall the trip was a
good experience.
Walker said he estimates his
group biked 18 miles over the
course of two days in Land Bet·
ween the Lakes.
Strieter said he thought the
trip was educational, and he
said he learned more about the
wilderness.
"I had a few blisters but it
was worth it," Strieter said.

Photo by LAURA DOUGHERTY

Mike Walker, a freshman accounting major from Clark, Wyo., sets up his tent after along day of
hlldng In Land Between the Lakes.
Another reason to take the
"I like the outdoors and camp- in the class such as clotnes,
class is to become more aware of ing when I'm in Wyoming," shoes and hpw to put up a tent.
the wilderness and learn how to Walker said. "I'm a business
Students had to cook a meal
survive in the outdoors.
major so I like to take other
over a fire one night, but the
"I've never been backpacking classes."
rest of the time they were free
and I thought it would be
Pamela Knall, a senior ac·
helpful if I was stuck counting major from Paris, to bring other food.
Rice said one year a student
somewhere," Strieter said. "It's Tenn., took the course because
always good to know how to live of her love of the outdoors. "1 brought a jar of spaghetti sauce
off the land."
just like hiking and I like and enough spaghetti noodles to
Some student.-; were more recreation," she said.
See BACKPACKING
Knall said she has learned
familiar with the gr~at outdoors
Page 18
aspec_ts
of
camping
about
other
and just wanted to take a class.
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Trust in judgment lost
after date rape occurs
Imagine feeling totally out
of control of your life, losing
your self-esteem and losing
trust of yourself and of your
judgment of others.
That is what most rape vic·
tims fed after they have been
raped.
As well as fear nnd anxiety,
the victim also has difficulty
accepting what happened as
rape . The effects are
d evast a ting and last. a
lifetime.
"Psychologically, lhc victim
goes through what we call
Rape Trauma Syndrome,"
said Carol Wilson, a counselor
at Rape Victim Services in
Paducah.
State One of RTS is called
the acute state or disorganiza·
tion and lasts from a few days
to a few weeks. Physical
symptoms include: injuries,
bleeding, disorganized sleep
patterns and hysteria. Emotional symptoms include:
fear, guilt, flashbacks and
humiliation.
State Two i~ "fligM into
health" or the re-organization
phase. It is In this stage that
the victim must re-organize
the disrupted lifestyle.
Characteristics include :
denial or desire to forget,
change in lifestyle and a
change in dreams or
nightmares the victim ex·
periences where she eithet·
feels helpless or defeats the
rapist.
State Three is the resurfacing of the problem .
Characteristics include:
resurfacing of the problem
because of testifying in court,
sexual dysfunction and pro·
blems relating to family or
peers.
State Four is reintegration.
Characteristics of the victim
include: regaining control of
life, integrating experience
into her life and using her ex·
perience to help others.
"She (the victim) never
forgets it," Wilson said. "She
has to learn to live with it and
put 1t behind her.
"These feelings (of guilt and
fear) are all normal and it is
important that you tell the
victim this because she thinks
she is going crazy," Wilson
said.
"The problem always comes
back," she said. "She will will
eventually have to deal with
it."
Wilson said at first it was
thought that the victim went
through the stages consecutively, but it. has been
found she might go in and out
of the different stages at dif.
ferent times.
"We want the victim to gain
control of her life and in·

tegrate this experience into
her life," Wilson said.
She said women think they
did something to promote the
rape.
"AU victims always feel it's

her fault," she said. ''And
society often blames the vic·
tim by saying 'she wore that
skirt' and other things like
that.
" It's never Y.;hat the victim
looks like," she said. "Rape
isn't about beauty. A survey
found that most rapists can't
even tell you the color of the
victim's hair."
A victim also loses her abili·
ty to trust, Wilson said
" She feels like nobody
would believe her if it was
date rape," she said. "If she
has no bruise~. people won't
believe her, and usually there
are no bruises."
After a rape, the victim is
more likely to stay away from
relationships, and she
develops many phobias,
Wilson said.
"I'm not sure you ever get
over the fear,'' she said. "I
think after a rape you always
look over you shoulder."
Wilson said the best
therapy for a victim is t.alk
becauS(' she desensitizes the
incident and begins to accept
it as a reality.
The fear of not having
anyone to believe her is one
reason why rapes seldom are
reported, she said.
"In date rape, I've never
had a victim repol't to the
police because they don't
think they haye the evidence,
and they don•t think anyone
will believe her," Wilson said.
However, if the victim
choses not to report the crime,
Wilson said she can file a
third pa::ty report without
putting the victim's name on
t.he form.
Wilson said she has filed
many of these forms .
Even though a report may
be filed and the victim may
feel somewhat better because
they did .something,it will not
diminish the burt.
"It's a tragic experience
that no one can understand,"
said Joe Green, director of
public safety. "There's no
amount of soap and water or
counseling that will relieve
the burt."
If you are raped there are
several·things you should do:
• go to the emergency room
for . treatment of any injuries
and get a rape exam done.
There is a standard rape kit
that most hospitals use.
• do not. shower, douche or
bathe
• report the rape
• seek counseling

,

Rapist known by victil
Surveys find startling infj
'By Catnfeen 'E. C
Rape. It's an ugly word that often br·
ings forth an image of a stranger jumping
out of the bushes and sexually assaulting
a beautiful woman.
However, most surveys are now finding
that it is not so much the stranger, but
the acquaintance or date, who rapes.
Acquaintance rape is forced,
manipulated or coerced sexual inter·
course by a friend or acquaintance. The
typical rapist is someone who is known by
the victim.
"We're not talking about sexual activi·
ty," said Rose Bogal-Albritten, professor
of sociology. ''We're talking about
violence. "
An article in the April 1989 issue of
Parents magazine stated "date rape may
be committed primarily out of anger or a
need to feel powerful or to dominate
another person."
"Date rape is a crime, but it is often not
recognized as a crime by the victim or
perpetrator," Bogal-Albritten said. Men
believe it is permissible to force sex on a
date because they spent money on her.
"In acquainlance rape, you assume that
since you know one another, you can't be
raped by someone you know,'' BogalAlbritten said.
Until recently, this idea was backed by
a Kentucky law that says if you are mar·
ried or living with someone you could not
be raped.
The most common of acquaintance
rapes are those that occur in dating situations. Date rape occurs as the result of sex
role behaviors and misunderstood
communications.
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Graphte by ROB WILKERSON

"The normal circumstance for a date
rape is that someone is romantically inf
volved, only the guy wants to go all the
way and you only want to go 80 percent of
the way," said Frank Julian, associate
professor of legal studies.
"A lot of date rape is probably done by
immature males who find themselves
thinking 'tonight's the night,' and when
it isn't they take advantage of the situation and push a little harder and don't
hear the 'no,"' Julian said.
Victims of acquaintance rape are
women between the ages of 15·19 years
old. Freshmen and sophomores in college
are the most violated, Bogal-Albritten
said.
The high incident rates of these ages is
not because the victim is more attractive
or sexually provocative, but because they
are less experienced, more easily intimidated and more accessible.
"The rapist chases a victim because of
vulnerability," said Carol Wilson, a
c"ounselor at Rape Victim Services in
Paducah.
An article in the March 23, 1987, issue
of Time magazine stated: "As compared
with other women, the victims generally
suffer from lower self-esteem and are not
very good at asserting themselves."
"Just because of these ages doesn't
mean that once you turn 20 you won't get
raped," Bogal-Albrittl'ln said.
According to information gathered from
the Lexington Rape Crisis Center, all
women are potential rape victims females of any age, race, class, religion,
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he's basically your boy next

' ""~ ~

• a man who expresses archaic or wrong
ideas about women, such as nice girls do
not get raped
One of the reasons acquaintance rapes
are never reported is that those involved
do not consider it rape.
"People don't realize it's rape," BogalAlbritten said. "and if they realize it is,
they feel ashamed and guilty and don't
want to report it."
Just as the stereotype of the offender
has changed, so has the location and the
time of the rape in most cases.
Bogal-Aibritten said a majority of rapes
occur in the victim's or perpetrator's
home - not a dark alley. And as many
rapes occur during the daytime as at
night.
"Seventy percent of all rapes are
premeditated,'' she said.
Often involved in acquaintance rape is
the use of drugs or alcohol.
The article in Time magazine said
"whether under the influence or not, victims frequently classify the rape as a
hazy, regrettable experience that was
somehow their own fault."
One reason acquaintance rape occurs is
because of the socialization of men and
women.

wear suits and sometimes they
Many people believe men should be
ional people," she said.
competitive
and aggressive and women
signs that women should be
be
yielding
and passive.
should
re:
ho is overly aggressive in his
lior
·
See ACQUAINTANCE RAPE
lO regularly invades your body
Page 19
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Information gathered from various s·ources

Gn!phn: by ROB WIU<ERSON

Reported cases of date rape
low, misleading in numbers
Acquaintance rape can happen to anyone, at any time,
anywhere- and Murray State
University is no exception just
because it is located within
the Bible Belt.
The number of reports,
however, is misleading.
Acquaintance rapes are
seldom reported for several
reasons - a woman blames
herself, it may not be seen as
rape, and the victim thinks
she will not be believed.
Although the department of
public safety has had no
reported rapes within the last
year, Joe Green, director of
public safety, said he has
heard about several.
"I know perilonally of two
date rape incidents," Green
said, "both of which occurred
off campus but involved at
least one student. And neither
were reported."
,
Green said both victims
knew or were acquainted with
the offender.
Although Green said he
heard about those incidents
through the "rumor mill,'' he
said he estimates that 10 to 15
occur yearly.
"Acquaintance rape is
something of a hidden thing,"
he said.
·
William Albritten, director
of counseling and testing, said
he has beard of three rape
incidents.
"The incidents are horribly
unreported," Albritten said.
"But we do surveys and find it
to have high incidents. The
numbers are easily in double
digits."
Rose Bogal-Albritten, professor of sociology, said she
estimates date rapes occur
nightly.
Carol Wilson, a counselor at
Rape Victim Services m
Paducah said in a quarterly
repor t (January, February,
March) 28 victims came to

them.

'The victim is the one
that 's abused from
start to finish. '
- Green
"Of the 28 people who came
here, 14 were rape victims,
and 14 were incest victims,"
Wilson said. ''Of the 14 rape
victims, one was marital,
three were stranger and 10
were date rapes.''
"Anybody is foolish who
thinks It's not going on,"
Green said. "The incident rate
has got to be high - you pick
the drift. up in rumors."
Green said rapes art' more
likely to occur off campus
because of the flexibility.
"It's more than likely going
to happen when a couple
singles themselves out - like
in a car somewhere," he said.
Statistics on reported rapes
across the state at other
universities are just as
misleading as are those at
Murray State.
• Eastern Kentucky University had two rapes reported from
Jan. 1, 1989, to present. "We
had a first degree rape that involved strong arm and no
weapon, and a third degree
rape that were reported," said
Wynn Walker, director of
public safety at EKU. "The
first degree was considered a
statutory rape, so we basically
had one rape as going by what
people define it to be."
• The University of Louisville
had one reported rape last
year. "I'm pretty sure it involved an acquaintance," said
Dan Keller, director of public
safety at U of L. "We average
about one reported rape a
year.
"Consistent research hal>
shown that 15 to 20 percent of
women on university camp·
sues have been a victim of acquaintance rape.'' he &aid.

''We !U of LJ have lower
statistics because we are
primarily a commuter university and most students live at
home. A school that has a
large resident population will
have higher statistics."
• Morehead State University
had three reported rapes last
year. "None of them were
stranger rapes;· said Richard
Green, director of public safe·
ty at Morehead State. "They
were all acquaintance rapes."
• Western Kentucky Univer·
sity had no reported rapes for
the 1989-90 school year, but
they had one reported rape for
the 1988·89 school year.
However. Horace Johnson,
director of public .safety at
WKU said the report was
"unfounded."
• The University of Kentucky
had two reported rapes from
January 1989 to present.
"One involved an acquain·
tance and one didn't," said
William McComas. director o
public safety at UK.
All of the directors at the11e
universities said they believed
more rapes occurred on the
campus that were not
reported.
Green said rapes often go
unreported because it is em·
barrassing to the victim.
"We've got an element in
society that thinks when a
young lady is raped, she is fair
game for everyone," Green
said. "It is the mental attitude
of some that she invited it, she
had fun with it and •maybe I
can be next.'
"The victim is the one that's
abused from start to ftnish,"
he said.
Green said the "rumor mill"
spreads quick, and a lot of
times the campus will hear
about something before public
safety gets the information.
See RAPE STATISTICS
Page 19
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Two M~rray stores offer
plenty 'for comic readers

EQUESTRIAN

By JON FUTRELL

Staff Writer
Comic booka. Their colorful
pages filled with larger-than·
life heroes and villains, amazing adventures and mail order
novelty gag ads have entertained generations of readers and
collectors.
They enthralled two readers
so much that they have each
started a comic book store in
Murray. Butch Hutson opened
Comics Plus in the Southside
Shopping Center in March
1989. Mike Middleton opened
AU-Star Comics in the Dix·
ieland Shopping Center last
December.
Collecting comic books led
both men to their current
•stores.
"There was a comic book store
in Murray where I bought, but
it closed," Hutson said. "There
was also one in Paris, Tenn.,
but it also closed. The closest
store was in Paducah, 46 miles
away.
"I had always had a dream to
own a comic book store. It was a
now or never deal and I did," ·
Hutson said.
The books he collected as a
youth also inspired Middleton.
''I've always liked old comics,"
he said. "I've been saving back
issues on and otT since I was a
kid."
They both rank Murray State
University students as good
comic buyers. "I have several
college students as customers,"
Hutson said. "When I opened, it
was 30 percent college and 70
percent non-college. Now, it's
6040.''
.
"Well, I can't complain too
much, " Middleton said .
"Business has been pretty good
so far."
Independent publishers (nonDC or Marvel) are the top
sellers with MSU students.
"Aliens and Predator are pretty
big,'' Hutson said. "People keep
asking when Aliens vs. Predator
is coming. It seems I sell more
independent titles to the college
students."
"We sell a lot of independent
comics,'' Middleton said. "They
otTer a little something different
for the college student."
As for hot individual title&,
Hutson said ugends of the
Dark Knight and Amazing
Spickr-Man are big but Batman, Detective Comics and
Teenage Mutant Ni11,...J Turtles

Continued from Page 11
to Murray State because of the
equestrian team.
Mayer said she bas been
riding since she was four. "It's
my second time going to nationals, but for some reason it
means more than it did last
year," she said.

because it is a horse state,'' she
said. After coming for summer
orientation, "I really liked it
and I wanted to stay," she said.
Terry said people come to
MSU from all over because
"this (equine) program is one of
the strongest in the country-':

Mayer also said the
equestrian team was one of the
main reasons she chose Murray.

He said tryouts are held every
semster and students from
beginners to the advanced are
accepted based upon potentia~
ability to listen and attitude.

Gibson, a freshman from
Cambridge, Ohio, has been
riding since she was seven
when her Christmas present
"turned out to be a pony.''

For those interested in horses
but who know little abOut them,
Terry said there is a horsemanShe said she came to MSU ship club they can join. The club
after reading about Murray helps with the physical preparaState's equine program in tion for shows and holds activities to raise mont>y, he said.
Horseman's Magazine.
Students interested · in the
Just said she has been jump·
ing fences all her life. "I wanted club or the equestrian team
to come out to Kentucky may call Terry at 753-8112.
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Get your new spring cuts
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Nicole Rivera, of Mayfield; looks through a comic book at All-Star
Comic Store In Murray.

'/ had always had a
dream to own a comic
book store. '
-Hutson
have slowed down. He said back
issues of tbe "heroes in a half
shell" are more popular than
newer issues.
"1 can't hardly keep back
issues of Turtles,'' Hutson said.
Batman titles are "pretty
strong" with Middleton. Marvel
heroes such as Woluerin~, The
Punuher and The Uncanny XMen are also big sellers.
Success has had both owners
thinking expansion. Hutson has
already increased the space in
Comics Plus as well as its
business hours to 10 a.m. to 8
p.m. Monday-Friday and 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturdays. The
Club House, a baseball card
shop owned by Kenny Johnaon,
also operates in Comics Plus.
With a future shipment of
back titles, Middleton h.>pes to
move his back wall further for
more space. He has already in·

creased his days open to
Tuesday-Saturday, 10 a.m. to 6
p.m.
Their stores are actually part·
time jobs. Hutson is in charge of
the shipping and receiving
department at the Waterfield
Library. Middleton is even
busier. He lives in Metropohs,
Ill., and works as a instrument mechanic at the General Til"e
plant in Mayfield in addition to
All-Star Comics.
They also have good comic
book collections. Hutson said
he lists Amazing Spiderman no.
129 (debut of The Punisher) as
one of his most prized
possessions.
Middleton has Fantastic Four
no. 6 (debut of Dr. Doom) in his
collection of Golden Age (1930s
to 1950) and Silver Age (late
1950s to 1969) comics.
"As far as I know, we have
more older Golden Age and
Silver Age books than any other
store in western Kentucky,"
Middleton said.
Comics are not all these stores
sell. They also sell such comic·
related ·: 'ems as T-shirts,
posters, mugs, magazines and
models.
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TRUCKS W..!SATISFACTIOII
Alpha Phi Omega
would like to thank those who supported
us during disABILITY AWARENESS WEEK
to benefit the Special Olympics, including
the following:
• Domino's • MSU TV-11 • The Board of
Regents • SGA • Murray-Callaway
County Hospital • Student Health
Services • CamTluS Recreation •
Recreation Department • Johnie Marie
Crass • Jonathon Brown • Beth Swinford
• TKE • nKA • A<b • AAll • and all of our
sponsors and volunteers!
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Continued from Page 12
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legal problems because of
• Turnstiles. Fast Tracks, failure to meet federal
Thoroughbred Room and Carr
Health Building create pro- regulations.
blems for individuals in
"Someone could sue the
·
University for the problems in
whee1ch aU'S.
the Curris Center,'' McGriff
• R e s t r o o m s . L o v e t t said. "The problem needs to be.
Auditorium and the Applied looked at, "t'q n'>t going to go
Science Building have no away."
~t~fc~:i~. facilities for Fennessee said iflegal action
were taken problems might be
looked at more readily.
• Hearing impaired. Murray
State has no facilities for totally
"lf someone starts complain·
deaf individuals.
ing about these legal . things

at

Alpha Phi Omega, a service
fraternity on campus, sponsored
Disability Awareness Week and
held a student fotum as part of
the activtt1es.
· ··
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Eddie Allen, president of the
·.
Student Government Associ&·
~.~...
tion, said nothing was decided
. •~
but efforts will be made.
~
~,- ~~·.o
"We asked for a list of things
that need to be done," he said, · . ;.:,"
"and when we get the list we'll ~l ·
ito everything we can."
.,. · ·
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Players make
a big mess in
SAA Mudba/1
By AMY LEAR
Staff Writer
More than 100 students and
faculty members will be stuck
in the mud as the second annual
Mudball Tournament kicks off
Alumni Weekend today at
noon.
Mudball is regulation
volleyball played in six inches
of mud.
Heather Laws, Student Alumni A880Ciation vice president for
special events, said two courts
will be set up this year on the
intramural field for the event.
Laws said there are 20 teams
that have entered.
Laws said the Alumni Affairs
team is scheduled to play the
Board of Regents at 3 p.m.
"The names will be drawn
and set in brackets and posted
the day of the game," Laws
said. Awards, including tanning packages to each player of
the winning teams, will be
given to the championship team
and the second place team,
Laws said. Door prizes which
have been donated by area
businesses will be given away
to the participants.
Other events will take place
during the tournament which
will be broadcast live by radio
station WBLN. A tanning con·
test for males and females judged by the tournament's spon·
sors, the University Store, Big
Kahuna and WBLN, will be
held. Tanning package~:~ will be
awarded to the first, second and
third place winners.
Free ·hot air balloon rides,
sponsored by Cumberland
Federal Savings Bank in
Mayfield, will begin at approximately 3:30 p.m. contingent on
the weather.
Patti Jones, assistant director
of alumni affairs, said the
balloon parallels the weekend's
theme of " Rising to New
Height:;.''
"The balloon will be tethered
to the ground and will go up for
Ro many fuet and come back
down so there is no need to
worry about drifting ofT," she
said
"Mudball is one of the main
fundra isers for· scholarships."
Laws Raid. This Yl'ar part of the
proceeds will go tow£trd tht•
Stacy Somm~r Bone Marrow
R~gistry Benefit.

LAWSUIT
Continued from Page 1

"the various disciplinary bodies
and actions outlined in the stu·
dent life book."
"The material in our records
might become pertinent to Murray (city) police and a judicial
case on campus," Lawson said.
"That is its main use, but it
isn't an exhaustive list."
The suit asks the court to
declare that neither the
Buckley Amendment nor any
other law bars the release of
records maintained by the
University's public safety office
regarding criminal activity or
alleged criminal activity. The
suit also seeks a judgment
ordering Murray State to produce the records in question.
David ThompliOn, director of
the Kentucky Press Association
said appeals made concerning
open records do not occur that
frequently.

PANEL
Continued

from Page 12

If a child bears a negative
word associated with a minority
group, he will ih turn associate
that word with the group.
Some potential solutions to
prejudice attitudes are to pin·
point early learning ex·
periences, have the media show
a more proportionate status of
individuals and utilize a pro·
gram called equal status contact, Kline said.
"Equal status contact is
where children of various
minority groups come together
and work on a project," she
said. "By learning more about
each other hopefully the
stereotypes will be lessened."
Kline said we are in an age
where prejudice and discrimination are becoming more subtle.
"What's being se~::n are
racists who are individuals with
strong egalitarian views. They
believe people are equal, but
hold subtle prejudice attitudes," she said. "So because

they feel uncomfortable, they
try to avoid people of different
races.''
Jones discussed the role the
social institutions play in form·
ing racist attiudes.
"Racism is an attitude or
belief that one race is better or
worse than another," he said.
"Institutions practice
systematic exploitation of particular groups such as race and
social class," Jones said.
Jones said the Reagan administration provides the best
point in case of showing institu·
tional racism.
"It is my assumption that the
government has the respon·
sibility to provide basic humane
treatment to all citizens," be
said, "yet public housing was
cut by 50 percent and the affir.
mative action plan was
dismantled.
"The Reagan administration
significantly increased the
military budget.'' he said. "Ob-

viously mort! money for them
means less for domestic
programs."
Jones said the attitudes and
actions on college campuses are
reflecting prejudice.
"Colleges are victimized by
the systematic attention paid to
race and sex," he said. "There
are many incidents that reflect
racism and discrimination.''
Jones said we still live in a
segregated society.
"Even though this generation
of students associates more
with one another, they are still
not prepared for close quarter
living," Jones said.
Solutions to institutional
racism include changing the
curriculum to accurately infonn
students of"ethnicity'' and sex·
ual discrimination, providing
opportunities to discuss and explore topics as they relate to
"ethnicity" and having the
"power centers in America"
develop policies that say

discrimination and racism will
not be tolerated.
Julian discussed prejudice
and discrimination from the
student development and legal
perspective.
"Regardless of the institution,
whether it is state or federal, we
all have one thing in common,"
Julian said. "We are attempting to increase student
tolerance and acceptance of
those who are different than
us."
Legally, Julian said univer·
sities have made abusive
language policies but they have
been challenged by courts who
have said it is an infringement
of First Amendment rights.
"It still happens despite ~ow
much education we give on sexual discrimination, racism and
religious intolerance," Julian
said. "The incidents are growing on college campUses and it's
getting worse."
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Enter Our Sweepstakes Today And Finish At
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Dean Auer says position
is challenging, honoring
are professional, dedicated people, and I enjoy working with
them."
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Being dean of the College of
Industry and Technology is a
unique and challenging role
because of the diversity among
the dt>partments, said Thomas
B. Auer, dean of the college.
Departments in the college
are engineering and
technology, agriculture, home
economic.q, industrial education
and technology, graphic arts,
occupational safety and health
and military science.
"Whoever becomes dean is
probably related to one part of
the college but not all," Auer
said.
Auer's specialty in the college
is industry.
"I worked for General Motors
for eight years, a trucking com·
pany for eight years and was an
officer in the air force for 10
years," he said, "and between
some of those tours I was involv·
ed in teaching at the college
t level."
Auer said in 1985 the University was looking for a professional engineer with a doctorate
degree and he took advantage of
the opportunity.
He was appointed dean in spring of 1989, and said he was
pleased to receive the position.
"It wasn't a long term goal of
mine," he said. "I am very
honored to be selected for the
job."

Auer said he is looking forward to the coming years in the
college for numerous reasons.
"There is a great future for
this college not only because of
the new building (Martha
Layne Collins Center for Indust!)· and Technology), but
because the need for
technologists and the educators
are great," he said.

Thomae B. Auer
He said the dean po~ition is
especially challenging because,
"you have another role that has
to plan for the future of the college, its departments and its
programs.

Auer was born in Balt1more,
Maryland, and went in to the
military service when he was 18
years old. After a number of
military transfers he settled in
Kentucky in 1975. He obtained
his bachelor of science degree
from Oklahoma State University, his master of science degree
from the University of
Michigan, and his doctorate
from Oklahoma State.
Because of his job, Auer said
he has little time for anything
else.
·

"I like to play golf and bridge
''In addition, the dean has to
secure resources, people and when I can," he said, "but mY
funds to make visions of the job is seven days a week. At this
time in my life, my job is my
future realities," he said.
life."
One of the things Auer said he
enjoys moet about his position is Editor'• note: Thu story is the
the people he works with.
fifth of a continuing series pro"I inherited a job with an ex- filing the deans of MSU's
cellent staff," he said. "These colleges.

MSU Housing Office seeks
hard working individuals for ·
s~eretnployy,nent

Positions available for custodial workers
and maintenance repair persons.

• Work up to 30 hours a week
• Flexible work schedule

• Minimum Wage

BACKPACKING
Continued from Page 13
feed five people. She said it was
funny, but she was mad because
she had spent a class lesson on
proper foods for a (:amping trip.
For the most part, students
said they e~yed the trip and
encourage other students to

Need A Summer Job?

take the clasa. Strieter said table in the out of doors, they
students should take the class become more aware of the area
because "not only do you learn surrounding Murray where
to prepare for the tr ip, you learn they can actually recreate,"
how to be in the wilderness Rice said. "I hope they learn a
few proper environmental
environment."
"I think they become comfor- practices."
/ · ---

For more information stop by or call the
MSU Housing Office at 762-2310.
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TALKIN' COUNTRY: Amy Jones, a member of
Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority showed her true country 1plrlt at
Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity'• Paul Bunyon Day.
RAPE STATISTICS
Continued from Page 15

''1 don't know how you can
prevent date rape because of
situations like blind dates," he
said, "but the University has
•tried to educate people and
point out problems to be aware
of.
"Racer Pat rol i~ Ot$ of t he
most vital tools this department
has to prevent incidents," he
said.
"rm sorry to say this, but on
occassions it takes a scary incident to wake people up," he
said.
"People need to be aware of
what their responsibilities are,"
he said. "They need to know
what's going on around them."

Green said if a rape occurs off
campus, the person should contact the city police, and if it OC·
curs on campus contact public
safety.
Only through an educational
process can people prevent
rapes, Green said.
"The whole situation revolves
around education," he said.
"There are some things you just
can 't prevent, and they're
unavoidable, and that's sad."
Upon reporting a rape incident, a uniform crime report is
filled out that states ieneral in·
formation, the circumstances, if
the victim knew the offender
and other relating information.

Continued from Page 15

Men may think when a
woman says 'no' she really
means 'yes' and she is playing
hard to get.

(Minimun order $3.50)

.:············································•···························:···············:
.
.

ACQUAINTANCE RAPE
"The victim is someone who is
vulnerable, and women have
been so cia 1ize d to be
vulnerable," Bogal-Albritten
said. "Being indecisive, timid
and non-assertive are a lot of
times seen as good qualities in a
woman."
"I think society sort of promotes it (rape) because sons are
brought up to be macho and
daughters are taught to be submissive," Wilson said.
Another reaaon aquaintance
rape occurs is because of mixed
messages - both verbal and
non-verbal.

Delivers Free

Poor communication is
another reason acquaintance
rape occurs.
''We're not supposed to talk
about sex because that means
we're going to do something,"
Bogal-Albritten said. "So if we
don't talk about something we
won't do it."
A last reaaon for date rape is
because of learned violence.
Men feel it is all right to use
force to get what they want
from a woman.
" Ninety-nine percent of
rapists were sexually abused
growing up," Wilson said. "It's
a learned behavior."
Acquaintance rape is not
about love. It is about aggression and one person's need to
dominate another. .
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CIASSIFIEDS,---------~
I

CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
Deadline ..... ~ ..... Monday 3 p. m.
Houre: MondiiY and Wednelday 3 p.m.· 5 p.m.
ru..day, Thutlday ll'ld frldi!Y 2 p.m. - 4 p .m .

Closed weekends and holidays.

EQct ell~ or cl** -.qutr.d. )!P ADS WilL BE AOCEf!TED OVER THE
PHONE. Mt m11Y ~ milled eJono With pe,.nWJI IOl

a.ASSFEDS OEPARll.£NT
The Murr•y Sill,. Nr/4

260e Unlveralty Stalion
Murray, KY 42071

ForSale: 76LTD400
c.1.d., auto trans., 2door,PS, PB, AC, $300
Also: '62 Chevy Impala
super sport 283 c...
1d ,
a~o trans., bucket
seats, console, $900.
See Cary after 2 p.m. at
Racer Oil
Walerbed, King size,
bookcase and mirror
headboard, full-floating
mattreu, liner,
excellent condition. Call
753-6104, ask for David
or leave message.

To all of my assistants
this year • Patti Jenna
and Cyrus • Thanks for
all of your hard work,
Allyson

forest green, good
condition, $20.
Graduating senior must
sell. Call 762-6170 and
ask for Karen

c~el Ke~

RATES
With MSU 10: 15~ per word '
Without MSU 10: 20f per wOf'd
OVER TWENTY WORDS
With MSU 10: 10t per word
Without MSU 10: 15• per word ...,..
Bold Face - $1 per line
Attention Getters -

Krlstie, Greg and
James, the . end
al of
f reshman year 11 most
here! Thank goodness!
Next year will be so
much fun I leigh
Karen • Now there Is only
one more weeki We're
gopna make itl Thanks
for being such a good
frlendl Kel
Kerrie, Juleigh, Paula &
Christy, thanks for the
great time In St. Louis!
So what If looper
doesn, pt~ - He's still

Buffy;'•let us remetnber.Charlots of Are and our
motivational talk in the
middle of LBL. Why
didn, we take bowling?
• ·'
Blff

*** or t/t/t/ - $1

INDEX
PERSONALOOREEK HELP WANTED
ROOMMATES
LOST & FOUND
BUSINESS SERVICES
RIDES
FOR RENT
MISC.
FOR SALE
NOTICE

~~ ·~------------For Sale: Carpet, 8 by 4,

'

Kevin • thanks for a
great year, sorry for all
the problems I love you
very much, hope it

~:;;:;;;:;:=:~~~;;;:=.;;::;:;;i~wo~rk~s~·~A~m~y-------

To Bitt, Buffy, Mrs. Gtrl
Scout and the rest of
Bailey's back packing
group, thanks for the
backpacking trip from
hell. Your not so loving
packer, Rob
Forbes, no one does the
backroom like you dol
You're the bestl Thanx
for being a super
person, Dave
Alpha Phi would like to
thank all the sororities
and fraternaties who
contributed to The
Spring Hearts Walk.
Thanks a lot.

Thanks to all the sisters
who made the Alpha Phi
Spring Hearts Walk a
Thon a success
Michelle, Kim and Rose,
I'm going to really miss
you guys .
You're
deserting me. Keyla
Steven only 407 days
until It's official . b~ as
far as I am concerned It
already lsi Forever,
Melanie XOXOX
Pledges of Theta Chi
Delta - let's have a great
time tonight! We love
you I

To my sisters In Alpha
Omicron Pi - thanks for ·
making my mllege years
so special. Alpha love,
Jana
•
Tlmmy - all that goHing
will go to your head If
you don't watch out!
FORE I Love- Jennifer
K.C. thanks for a
wonderful weekend and
for always making me
feel special I love you..
Renee
•
Cathy, just tape the
stuff down.
Just
whatever! By the way;;
someone you don, want
to talk to Is on the
phone.

•ATIENTION: HIRINGI
CRUISE SHIP, CASINO,
HOTEL JOBSI FREE
TRAVEL BENEFITS !
Details. (1) 602-8388885 Ext. y -4852" 4fD
•AIRLINES
NOW
HIRING!
FLIGHT
ATTENDANTS, MANY
OTHER POSITIONS!
$17,500 • $58,240 Call
(1) 602-838-8885 Ext.
X-4852• ,.,
Year-long child care
positions -- East Coast.
Airfare, good salaries,
benifits.
Screened
Fun group
families.
activities. PRINCETON
NANNY, 301 N. Harrison
St. 1416, Princeton, NJ
08540; (609) 497-1195

....

•ATTENTION: POSTAL
JOBS!
Start
$11 .41 / hourl
For
application Info call (1)
602·838-8885, Ext. M4852, Sam - 1Opm, 7
days.· .,.

SALES Are you tired of
bagging groceries or
working the midnight
shift at the local
convenience store? Are
you ready to make some
SERIOUS
money?
"Part/Full Time "Work
your own hours •No
PRIOR EXPERIENCE
REQUIRED
•environmentally
oriented product line
•commission position
•$200 - $500 Investment
required "BI-monthly
training sessions CALL
TODAY TO RESERVE
YOUR PLACE AT THE
NEXT INFORMATION
SESSION {901) 784·
3692..,
RAPPELLING STAFF •
director and assistant
needed at Girl Scout
Camp Syamore Hills.
Experience required.
Contact :
Charlotte
Palmer, CVGSC, 830
Kirkwood
Lane ,
Nashville, TN 37204,
6151383-0490. E.O.E.

....

CAMP
STAFF
horseback, waterfront,
rappelling,
health
supervisor, cooks, arts
&
crafts , general
counselors, program
director, and high,
adventure staff posltons
available at Girl Scout
Camp Sycamore Hilla.
Contact:
Charlotte
Palmer, CVGSC, 830
Kirkwood
lane,
Nashville, TN 37204,
6151383-0490. E.O.E.

Quality resumes and cover letters
at an affordable.pricel
20 copies· One page· $20
100 copies • One page· $27.50

Can you resist the idea of Colombo Frozen Yogurt
sending delicious chilly shivers down your spine?

at

314 Main Street

Dixieland Center

Hopkinsville for summer
sessions. 762·2062,
' ask for Ashley. • -

Roommate needed for
summer. Three bedroom
apartment. Two mln~ea
from Business Bu~dlng.
Call 753-9768 for
details.
Two male roommates
needed. Apartment less
than a year old. located
behind The Tropics. Call

753-84n

Just Do

AD resvmes kept Oft file for rut\IR updatln&-

{Inside CBM Computer Ctncer)

Looking for someone to
car pool from

Philosophy of the week:
Everyone wants to go to
heaven, b~ no one
wants to die.
"ATTENTION • HIRINGI
Government jobs - in i-----....,...--..,.--.,
your area.
Many
CLASSIFIEDS
Immediate openings
without waiting list or
test. $17,840- $69,485.
It!
Call 1-602-838-8885.
EXT R4852" ,.,

Cold flash.

753-7759

HIGH ADVENTURE/
STAFF • lifeguard
certification required.
Backpacking . and
primative camping skills
desired.
Contact:
Charlotte
Palmer,
CVGSC, 830 Kirkwood
Lane, Nashville, TN
37204, 8151383-0490.
E.O.E. ..,.

....

Your Advertising Dollars With a Classified in The Murray State News!

RESUMES

· •ATTENTION: EASY
WORK EXCELLENT
PAY!
Assemble
products at home.
Details. (1) 602-838·
8885 Ext W.-4852" .,.

753SUBS

I

.,

•
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Crigler taken in 1Oth round by Cincinnati
By JOHN WRIGHT
Reporter

winning.''
It is a dream children have The Bengals were in the
performing in the National
Football League before Super Bowl two years ago and
thousands of screaming fans on barely missed making the
American Football Conference
a Sunday afternoon.
It was also the dream Murray playoffs last season. Cincinnati
State University Racer ofTen· also specializes in Crigler's
sive tackle Eric Crigler had area, the offensive line, which
growing up in Louisville. Now for about the past 10 years has
produced such stars as Anthony
that dream has come true.
Crigler, a 6-foot-7-inch Munoz, Max Mont oya and
290-pound offensive tackle, was Brian Bladoe.
Crigler said be was informed
selected in the lOth round by
the Cincinnati Bengals in the of his selection by teammate
annual NFL college draft Mon· Eric Hubbanger and trainer
day, a team Crigler claims has Tom "Doc" Simmons. "I wasn't
here," be said. "I didn't think
been one of his favorites.
"I guess now they are my they (Cincinnati) would be that
favorite," Crigler said. "It's a late calling. I was at the

can make or
break a player. "If you have a
great workout your stock rises
but if you go there and have a
bad one you'll drop," he said.
He also said players don't
have to attend the combines. " If 1
somebody is interested in you
t hey'll send somebody down to
look at you,'' Crigler said.
Crigler said t here were two
important factors that ga ve him
the opportunity to play with the
Bengala.
"The ftrst is <MSU offensive
line) coach (Cha r lie)
Carpenter,'' Crigler said. "He's
been a super coach the put

mons) congratulating me, say. Crigler said they

team that's close to home and
has been consistent in

Eric Crigler
stadium and all of a sudden
they're (Hubbanger and Sim-

ing I'd been picked by the
Bengals."
Crigler did not attend the
combine workouts held in Indianapolis during the winter.
He said teams sent scouts to
Murray to personally see what
he could do in February and
March .
He also said Cincinnati offensive line coach Jim McMaley,
who Crigler considers to be one
of the best in the NFL, spent the
most time with him, putting
him through drills and other
physical activities including
cen tering the football something Crigler said he waa
not very familiar with.
As for the combined workouts,

See CAtGlEA
Page %7

'Breds drop Six straight, drop to 1.3-22 overall
.

By KEN DARE
Assistant Sports Editor

With four losses in the past
week, the Murray State
University Thoroughbreds
have now lost six consecutive
games and are in last place in
the Ohio Valley Conference.
Since raising their record to
12·11 with a 7-4 win at the
University of Tennessee at
Martin April4 (which was the
only point this season when
the 'Breds record has been
above .5001 the 'Breds have
lost 11 of their last 12 games.
The 'Breds are 13-22 overall
and have an OVC record of
1-10, nine and one-half games
behind conference leader Mid·
dle Tennessee State University, which is 10.0.
The Thoroughbreds' 13·22
mark is completely opposite of
their record at this point last
season, when they stood at
22-13, on their way to a ftnal
record of 23-16.
The 'Breds are also at the
bottom of the OVC in batting
with a .254 average, 62 points
behind leader Austin Peay
State University, which has
an average of .316.
Willie Wilder, a junior from
Boonville, Ind., continues to
lead the 'Breda in hitting. He
has a .308 average, with 10
doubles, three home runs and
19 RBI.
Danny Alfeldt, a junior
from Marissa, Ill., is batting
.297 with 10 RBI. Jason
Haner, a junior from Hender·
son, has driven in a team·
leading 21 RBI and is hitting
.294.
Despite the four recent
losses the 'Breda remained
fourth in the OVC in team pit·
ching with a 4.58 ERA. Dax
Myhand, a freshman from
Paducah, is the fourth ranked
pitcher in the OVC with a 4-1
record. He has given up 43
hits in 34 and two-thirds inn·
ings. He ha!l struck out 21 and
walked 13 and has an ERA of
3.12.
Kirk Rueter, a sophomore
from Hoyleton, Ill., is the 14th
ranked pitcher in the OVC,
despite a record of3 -6. For the
most part this season Rueter
has pitched well but ha..s been

BASEBAll
the victim of poor run sup.
port. He has struck out 41 bat·
ters and walked 18. He has
given up 62 runs, only 35 of
which were earned, 64 bits
and has an ERA of 4.14.
The 'Breds were shut out in
both ends of a doubleheader
Saturday against Eastern
Kentucky University, 6·0,
4-0.
In the fll'St game of the

doubleheader played at
Johnny Reagan Field the
'Breds collected only three
hits. all singles, as Rueter lost
his sixth game of the season.
In the second game, pikher
Gary Glidewell, a junior from
Gorham, Til., saw his record
fall to 2-5 as the 'Breds could
muster only two singles
against Eastern Kentucky,
who ftnished the day with a
30·12 record.
The last time a
Thoroughbred team was held
scoreless in a doubleheader
was in 1947, when Johnny
Reagan was a junior infielder.
On Sunday the 'Breda were
shut out for the third con·
secutive game and fifth time
this season as they lost 6·0 at
Reagan Field. The 'Breda
managed seven singles in this
game. The shutout marked
the first time in Murray State
history that the
Thoroughbreds had been shut
out in three consecutive
games.
Pat Vize, a sophomore from
Louisville, went 2-3 in the
game. For pitcher Mike
Greer, a freshman from Boon·
ville, Ind., it was his ftrst loss
of the season. He is now 2-1.
The 'Breda lost 11·9 at
Memphis State University
Tuesday despite Alfeldt's
four-for-five hitting perfor·
mance. Alfeldt slugged two
doubles and drove in a run.
Pitcher Mitch Grogan, a
senior from Murray, got the
loss, which was his first deci·
sion of the season.
The 'Breds host Cumberland
University Monday and play at
Southern Illinois University
Wednesday.

The Thoroughbreda playing
ottenae 8nd • defense. (top)
Jaon Haner, • junior from
Henderson end 1 tranafer from
Keakaekla Community College
take• • ewing at Johnny
Reagan Field . ( right )
Thoroughbred• firlt baseman
Ricky Chiem, 1 aophomore
from McKenzie, Tenn., welts
for the bell to be delivered for
en out. The 'Breda are currently 13·22 on the season after
being 12-11.

PhoiOI by R. CRAIG RAYCRAFT

•
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Plans started for new Murray arena;
$10 million secured from legislature
By Ken W. Dare
According to the earliest
estimates, it will be a year
before construction begins on
Murray State University's new
multi-purpose arena and it will
be three years before the facility is ready to open to the public.
"At this point we are waiting
until the state legislative session is complete before we draw
up any specific plans," said Bill
Rayburn, assistant athletic
director for business and operations. "But right now we are
looking at a year before construction starts and then two
years of construction."
Racer Athletic Director
Michael Strickland said the
school will have to go through
the normal state bidding procedure and hire an architect
before construction. "It will be
three years before we can OC·
cupy the arena," he said.
Rayburn said the middle of
the Stewart Stadium parking
lot is the school's first choice for
the site of the arena. Under
this scenario, the east wall of
Stewart Stadium would be
removed and the arena would
fit right in next to the football
field. This would create a sports
complex that includes Reagan
Field in addition to the arena
and Stewart Stadium.

Raising funds
is top priority
At this point funding for the
arena project is the number one
priority for Murray State.
To go with the $10 million
the Kentucky state legislature
allocated to Murray State
March 21 for the building of the
arena, the school is seeking
private donations and also considering investing in bonds.
Originally, the Murray State
Board of Regents had asked for
$18 million for the arena project but when the arena was not
on the list of projects recommended by the Council on
Higher Education for funding
by the state, two alternate
plans were proposed. Plan B
would cut the cost of the arena
to $14 million and Plan C to
$12 million. The two plans
reduced the projected cost by
reducing seating and
eliminating many extra items
contained in Plan A.
For example Plan A called for
7,500 chairback seats, 2,500
bleacher seats, a
10,000-square-foot multipurpose ball, a six-lane indoor
track and an olympic·size
swimming pool. Plan B would
cut seating to 7,500 chairback
seats, eliminate the
10,000.square-foot multipurpose hall and the olympicsize swimming pool. Plan C,
along with the reductions in
Plan B, would cut seating to
5,000 chairback seats, 1,600
end zone bleacher seats and
would call for reduced areas for
many other items such as the
weight room, training room,
media facilities and conces·
sions booth.

"We would like to get as close
as possible to our original
estimate of $18 million,"
Rayburn said of the arena project, "So we could get the ·additional seating and some of the
extra items contained in the
original plan."
The University has already
collected $500,000 in local
pledges for the project,
Strickland said. Under Plan C,
funding was expected to in·
elude at least $1 million in
private donations and another
$1 million in bonds which the
University would have to
repay. The Board of Regents
will decide whether or not Murray State will invest in bonds.
"We haven't worked on the
private contributions since
January when we had
$500,000," Rayburn said. ''We
won't start up again until after
the legislative session ends."
Rayburn for one, is hoping
that the University can raise
enough money to include some
of the extras of the original
arena plan in the fmished
project.
"l would like to see us get the
indoor·outdoor olympic-size
swimming pool with a retractable roof,'' Rayburn said.
"Then in warm weather the
P!)Ol would lend itself to being
an outside social gathering
place, which is something the
University and the community
really doesn't have.
''Also, people don't unders·
tand that the additional
seating that would come with
more funds isn't for basketball
because we really only need
6,500 seats for that, but it is a
great help for concerts because
you lose a lot of seats behind
the stage," Rayburn said.
''With the additional seating
we could sell 5,000 more tickets
to, say a Motley Crue concert,
than what we would have been
able to."

Curd, Higdon
fight for arena
The fact that the arena finally did get funded was largely
the work of Rep. Freed Curd
and Sen. Greg Higdon. Both
men ha lobbied hard for the
arena project since the
legislative session began.
Higdon, a member of the
Capital Projects and Bond
Oversight Committee, kept the
arena project alive by getting it
added, after it was leftoffofthe
Council on Higher Education
list, to a list of projects that
would be funded "if money
becomes available.''
When a budget review subcommittee on March 21 drop·
ped a proposed $19 million
arena to be built at Northern
Kentucky University and added the MSU arena to Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson's1990·1992
budget, one of the most oftencited reasons was the leadership and hard work of Curd.
"We couldn't have gotten the
arena without the hard work of

............
both these men," Strickland cramped locker rooms, inadesaid. "We are very grateful to quate press facilities and inadeboth. We have great respect for quate close parking.
them."
"Racer Arena is basically a
Strickland also credited ac- 40.year-old building that has
ting President James Booth served its useful life , "
and the Board of Regents with Strickland said. "We need a
being instrumental in MSU's new, modern facility."
acquiring the funding for the
Rayburn said Racer Arena's
arena.
poor acoustics and limited
"I think two years ago (when seating ruled out scheduling
the Racers upset highly rated any major concerts in it.
North Carolina State in the Rayburn said there are basicalNCAA tournament) was when ly two reasons why Murl'8y
people realized that we had to State has been unable to
get something done about our schedule concerts: the money
arena situation," Strickland required to book a particular
said. "The legislature didn't artist and the lack of a top·
meet in 1989, so we have had notch facility with enough
people working on this for two seating to turn a profit.
years and that hard work paid
off this year with everything
working out so wonderfully.
"This was truly a case of good
timing," Strickland said. "We
had good leadership on.campus
and in the legislature, a good
basketball team and the vote
was taken right when we were
playing Michigan State in the
first round of the NCAA
tournament."
Strickland credited the recent success of the Racer
basketball team with playing a
large role in Murray State's
receiving funding for the
arena.
"Realisticly, if the team had
been 8-20 this year I don't
think we would have had a
chance to get the new arena,"
Strickland said.
A March 21 Associated Press
report said that many state
legislators believed western
Kentucky legislators were being rewarded with the arena
for their support of an education bill and its accompanying
taxes.
The new arena will replace
36-year-old Racer Arena, which
is currently the oldest basket·
ball facility in the Ohio Valley
Conference. Racer Arena,
which seats 6,500, has
numerous structural problems,
including a leaky roof, poor
acoustics and lighting, a
heating system that is failing,

Arena to offer
many benefits

Depending on how much fun·
ding is raised for the arena, it
will contain a number of
features that will make it a
multi-purpose arena.
It will have two auxiliary
basketball courts and may contain, besides a swimming pool
and a track, an aerobics/exercise area and handbalVracquetball courts.
"It will relieve a lot . of
pressure at the Carr Health
building," Strickland said.
''Plus, if we get the whole
package we will move physical
education and campus recreation down there."
Strickland said the Carr
Health building is overcrowded
with people using its limited
resources, the additional courts
and exercise areas would greatly reduce the strain at the
building.

Raybw'll points to the arenas
The arena will be a tremenat Middle Tennessee State dous shot in the arm for the
University and Southeast Racer basketball program,
Mit~souri State University as Strickland said.
examples of what the new Mur"It will be a tremendous help
ray State arena could become.
in recruiting," Strickland said.
"The facility at Middle Ten- "The arena will help push
nessee and the Show-Me Racer basketball to a new level.
Center in Cape Girardeau, Mo.,
"The arena wi11 benefit the
host a number of concerts each
whole
athletic program,"
year," Rayburn said. "They
also host wrestling and boxing Strickland said. "The
and a lot of other special volleyball team and men's and
events. That is what we would women's basketball teams will
all be playing their home
like to do with our facility.''
games there."
Steve Zea, executive vice
president of the Murray- A new basketball arena has
Calloway County Chamber of long been a dream for the
Commerce, said he was excited University and the community
about the strong economical and now, after a long time and
a lot of bard work, that dream
potential of the new arena.
is finally becoming a reality
"The new facility will enable and many MSU officials
Murray to attract name enter- couldn't be happier.
tainment," Zea said. "We have
"It is very definitely
always needed a place capable
of holding a big crowd. Besides something we have all been
concerts, the facility can hold hoping for and looking forward
boat, trade and RV shows. The to getting," said David Perrin,
boat shows should really go vice . president of university
over well considering bow · r~labons and development. "It
popular fishing is in this wtll be a great boost for our
region."
athletic program and a great
asset for the community
"We think the facility will be because· of the entertainment
a big money generator," and special events it will
Rayburn said.
attract."
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Streak of 1o-OVC titles ends Ladies finish third
as Racers defeated by Tech at OVC tournament
By MARK YOUNG
Sports Ed1tor

After dominating the Ohio
Valley Conference by winning
all 10 championships in the
1980s, the Murray State
University men's tennis team
had their streak come to an end
at the OVC tournament Sunday
and Monday as they finished se·
cond to Tennessee Tech
University.
Tennessee Tech finished with
55 points, followed by Murray
State with 42, Middle Tennessee State University with
41, Austin Peay State University with 27, Morehead State
University with 20 points and
Eastern Kentucky University
with 13.
Tennessee Tech took first
place in the number one singles
division, third place at number
two singles, third place at the
number three singles, first
place at the number four singles
level, first place at number five
singles and first place at
number six singles.
In doubles play, Tennessee
Tech finished second at the
number one doubles level and
took first place at both second
and third level doubles.
Despite the second place
finish, the Racers did have some
bright spots in the champion·
ship tournament. Perhaps the
brightest came from Doug
Hawthorne, a sophomore from
Bloomington, Ill.
Hawthorne won the championship at t.he number three
singles division by defeating

TENNIS
Johan Franzen of Middle Ten·
nessee 6-0, 6-4 in the final
round. Hawthorne reached the
fmal round by winnning over
Paul Sanderson of Austin Peay
6-2,6-2.
"Ever since I've been here,
my goal has been to win the conference, but it's not the same as
when the team wins,"
Hawthorne said. "We were all
upset after it was over, but we
gave 100 percent and did the
best that we could do."
Hawthorne then showed his
prowess in the doubles competi·
tion by teaming up with Scott
Yarbrough, a freshman from
Jasper, Ind., to win the number
one doubles championship.
Hawthorne and Yarbrough
had earlier defeated William
English and Alex Williams
from Tennessee State University 6-0, 6-0 to reach the semifinal
round. In the semifinals,
Hawthorne and Yarbrough won
over Nick Scheumack and
Craig Haslam from Middle Tennessee 6-4, 7-6 (7-3) to advance
to the championship round.
Hawthorne said that he and
Yarbrough have a similar style
of play which helped them to be
successful throughout the
season. "Scott and I are both
good athletes and we compete
with each other well," he said.
"We both play on emotions and
we both hate to lose."
"We play with a Jot of intensity and we enjoy playing

together," Yarbrough said.
Hawthorne said that the
players knew that they were go·
ing into the tournament as
· underdogs to Tennessee Tech.
''But even though we were going to be underdogs, we thought
that the 10 years as champions
that had come behind us would
give us more incentive to win,"
he said.
"When you lose three
veterans from a team like we
did from last year, you have to
look for help," Hawthorne said.
"We will just have to not )View
this season as a failure and
start again."
Yarbrough displayed his
ability in the championship
tournament by finishing second
at the number four singles level
when he lost to Tennessee
Tech's Glen Sugita 6-4, 6-3.
Yarbrough had previously
defeated Kyle Torain of Tennessee State 6-0, 6-0 in the first
round and then got past Brian
Duncan of Middle Tennessee
6-4, 6-3 to advance to the championship round.
"We had a pretty young team,
and Tennessee Tech had a great
team," Yarbrough said. "We
were all disappointed because
we didn't win the tournament,
but coach Purcell seemed to be
pretty happy with this year."
Another bright spot for the
Racers in the conference tournament was another freshman,
Michael Hall, from London, Ontario, Canada. Hall reached the
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Continues Until May 4th
in Records Office
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9 a.m.- 4 p.m.; 1st floor, Sparks
hall.

'Breds Baseball: MSU ys.
Cumberland
Time to be announced; Reagan
Field.

Lecture; Huw Daires.
English Photographer and
Film-maker
7 p.m.; Clara M. Eagle Art
Gallery. Will discuss his work
and present his documentary
film, "The Ship That's Never

..

Annual Faculty/Staff
Senior Breakfast
8 a.m.; Curris Center Ballroom.
Breakfast honors graduating
seniors of December 1989, May
and August 1990 and retired
faculty and staff. Sponsored by
the Student Development Office.
Cost is $3.75 and free to
graduating seniors. For ticket
information call Bill Furgerson
. at 762-6838.

GE D Test Date
8 a.m.; Counseling and Testing
Center in Ordway Hall. There is
a $10 fcc. Call 762-6851

---

See STREAK ENDS
Page 27

By GREG ALLEN

, Asslsant Sports Editor
It was a day of finishing in
fourth place for the Murray
State University Lady Racer
tennis team April20-21 at the
Ohio Valley Conference
Championships in Richmond
as the Lady Racers finished
fourth in four of their six
singles matches and two of
their three doubles matches.
Overall the Lady Racers
finished third with 34 points
behind Middle Tennessee
State University's 51 and
Eastern Kentucky University's 39 points.
·
The only bright spot for the
Lady Racers was a singles victory from third seed Lady
Racer Bobbi Koehn, a senior
from Bloomington, Ind., who
defeated Middle Tennessee's
Kelly Williamson 3-6, 1·6
(7-2), 6-2.
In the number one seed,
Lady Racer Corine Diderik, a
sophomore from Oostzaan,
The Ne~herlands, finished
fourth losing to Morehead
State University's Ruth
Charlton 6-4, 6-0.
Celine Neefkes, a senior
from Krommenie, The
Netherlands, finished in se·
cond place in the number two
seed losing to Middle Ten·
nessee's Yael Soresman 6-4,
6-4. In the first round Neefkes
defeated Angel Martin ofTen·
nessee State 6·1, 6-0 and
defeated Asa Helmerson of
Austin Peay in the semifinals

Wednesday, May 2
M.

WOMEN'S

TENNIS
6·2, 5-7, 6-2.
In the semifinal match of
the number four seed. Lana
Allcock, a freshman from
Paducah, dislocated her left
knee in the third set and was
forced to forfeit the match as
well as the consolation match
for fourth place.
Allcock was leading the
match 6-4, 2-6, 4-3 when she
was il\iured. "I beat her CTina
Peruzzi, EKU> during the
season and I think that I
could've beat her again,'' she
said.
The fifth seed saw Becky
Naughton, a sophomore from
Cape Girardeau, Mo., finsish
fourth losing to Austin Peay
State University's Cindy
Seymour 6-3, 6-2.
Allison Carr lost to Austin
Peay's Christi Akins 6-4, 6-3
to finish fourth in the number
six seed.
In doubles action, the
number one seed of Neefkes
and Koehn defeated Weiss
and Williamson of Middle
Tennessee for third place due
to a default.
The number two seed of
Diderik and Allcock finished
fourth due to Allcock's injury;
and in the three seed,
Naughton and Carr fmished
fourth losing to Seymour and
Atkins of Austin Peay 6-3,7-6
(7-3).

Friday, May 4
Iechnolo&f Exhibit

Eagle Art Gallery. Will
Conclude on May 10.

Industrial education/ technology
education students from high
Movie: ''Back to the
schools in Kentucky, Dlinois,
Missouri, Indiana, and Tennessee
Future II"
participate in technololgy
3:30 p.m./7 p.m./9:30 p.m.; Curris
Center Theater. Admission is $1 competition and display projects.
Judging will be Friday. Awards
matinee, evening shows $1.50
w /MSU 10, $2.50 wI out MSU ID ceremony begins at 3 p.m. on May
5 in the Applied Science
N.U.I.S. Theatre
Building.
For more information
Production
8 p.m.; Room 310B of Wilson
Hall. Admission is charged for
these student written one-act
plays.

Photo&raphy Exhibit: Gail
Griffin Jones

Final Examinations begin for the
Spring 1990 semester day and
classes.

Curris Center Gallery. Opening
recept1on for 7 p.m. - 9 p.m. on
4. Free admission.

Thursday, May 3
ROTC Awards Ceremony
3:30 p.m.; Curris Center Theater.
Yearly awards are presented to
outstanding ROfC cadets. Open
to the public. Sponsored by the
Department of Military Science.

7 p.m - 9 p.m.; Winslow
Cafeteria.

Last Day of the Annual
Student Art Show
Clara M.

Art Gallery.

Student Appreciation Sale
at the Bookstore
20% off merchandise at the
Univesrity Store. Sale continues
through May 5.

SM Meeting
5 p.m.; Curris Center Theater.

Center, 762-2020. The
deadline for information
is noon Monday.

I
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Segovia signs two players,
expects both to contribute
By GREG ALLEN
Assistant Sports Edtlor

Murray State University
Lady Racer volleyball coach
0!-lear Segovia has added two
more weapons to the defending
Ohio Valley Conference cham·
pioMhip team.
Denise Donnelly, a senior at
Mt. Pulaski High School in Mt.
Pulaski, Ill., and Kritsy Siebert,
a senior at Marshfield High
School in Marshfield, Mo., have
signed to wear the Racer blue
and gold next season.
Donnellly, a 5-foot 7-inch setter/hitter, has earned All State
Honorable Mention honors and
is co-captain of both the
volleyball and basketball
teams. She also runs track and
advanced to the state champion·
ship in the 800-meter dash.
Donnelly ha10 a 3.8 grade
point average and plans to rna·
jor in broadcast JOurnalism.
Segovia said Donnelly took
her team to the championship
and that she hates to lose.

Denise Donnelly

Krlsty Siebert

Siebert, a 5-foot lO·incb outside hitter, has been co-captain
of her team for two years and
eamcd First Team All Conference honors.
She earned Girls' State
Academic Letter three years
while having a 3.5 grade point
average. She plans to mt\ior in
business .and marketing.
&>govia said Siebert will add

the front row. He said she was
very aggressive and tough and
has a killer instinct.
The Lady Raoers will return
everyone from last year's 20·24
team, including Kim Koehler,
1989 OVC Tournament Most
Valuable Player from Marion,
Ill.; Lea Ann Allen, Quincy, Ill.;
Jill McCoy, Quincy, Ill.; and
Connie Ballard, Belleville, Ill.

VIDEO
STOR.HOURSa

CASSETTE

MOndly-Thunlday
10a m -9 p.m
Frtday-Saturday
10 l.m.·10 p.m.
Sundly
1 p.m-8p.m,

and
Photo by SHIRLEY MARTIN

Natasha Brown, a junior from Nassau, Bahamas, takes first place
In the long jump with a distance of 19 feet, 3 1/2 Inches at the
Murray State Twilight meet Saturday at Roy Stewart Stadium.

Lady_-··Racers win at
~wilight Invitational
By MICHAEl PADUANO
Staff Wnter

Despite a rash of injuries to
most team members, the Lady
Racer track team still took first
place in five events in the Murray State University Twilight
Invitational at Roy Stewart
Stad1um Saturday.
Head coach Margaret Sim·
mons Raid injuriel'l to all but six
members of the team and
distractions such as upcoming
rmal examinations hurt th'l
team's perfomrance.
Despite the sub-par perfor·
mance. Simmons did pruise
Natasha Brown and Dawn
Woodside as Murray State's on
ly double winners.
Brown, a junior from Nassau,
Bahamas, took first place in the
triple jump and long jump and
Woodside won the shot put and
discus events and placed thil·d
in the javelin.
Brown set a meet record in
the tr1ple jump w1th a distnnce
of 39 feet, six inches, breaking
the old mark by more than two
feet. BI'Own's wuming distance
in the long jump was 19 feet,
one-half inch.
Woodside, a senior from
Nassau, Bahamas, dominated
the lieltl in the discus winnmg
by almost ~ven feet with a
distance of 131 feet, two and
one·half inches and won the

NINTENDO
RENTALS
CENTRAL CENTl:R
(BESIDE KROGER)

753-7670

753-4813

VIDEO SUPI!R STORE
DIIB I,DID MDIID UD 310 IIIHNDa

WOMEN'S

TRACK
shot put with a distance of 42
feet, one inch. Woodside throw
in the javelin was for 125 feet,
one-half inch
Stephanie Saleem, a junior
from Neptune, N.J., continued
to dominate the 400-meter dash
with a time of 56:44. Saleem is
the Lady Racers' only qualifier
so far for the NCAA champion·
ships planned for May 30.
Other top finishers for the
Lady Racers were: Dianne
Woodside, a senior from
Nassau, Bahamas, second-place
in the long jump; Dedre
Jackson, a junior from Alton,
lll., second-place in the shot put
and Val Bowser, a senior from
Columbia, Md ., second·place in
the 800-meter run.
Rebecca Mizener, a freshman
from Downer's Grove, Ill., took
third place in the 1,500 meter
run; Felicia Upton, a freshman
from Somerset, won third place
in the 400-meter dash and Jen·
ny Edmonds; a senior from
Downers Grove, Ill ., captw·ed
third place in the 5,000·mett>t'
run.
The Lady Racers next meet is
Saturday at the University or
Pennsylvania in the Penn
Rcii!JS.

TWO FOR TUESDAY
RENT ANY MOVIE OR NINTENDO AND GET ONE FREE
(EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE)

WACKY
"

RENT 1at MOVIE AT REGULAR PRICE
' 2nd MOVIE HALF PRICE
;-, ,

THURSDAY•s THREE FOR A TAN
RENT 3 NEW RELEASES AND GET A FREE TANNING
SESSION AT BIG KAHUNA

......._.y
RETURN A $2.50 MOVIE FOR A MOVIE OF LESSER VALUE FREE~
(NINTENOOS NOT INCLUDED)

MONDAY-THURSDAY
VCR & 2 MOVIES

$4.95
- NOT GOOD WITH ANY OTHI!R OPFER OR COUPON -

NINTENDO PLAYER and
2 GAMES

$6

Baseball a summer saviour
from commercial programs
If you've turned on your
television set on a Saturday
afternoon lately, you've found
that no matter which channel
you watch, it is loaded with
things that no sane person
would ever want to watch.
For instance, WPSD channel
6 in Paducah has been airing
such obnoxious commercial
programs as one with this
weird, squeaky-voiced guy trying to sell me Oidi Seven
cleaner. This stuff is supposed
to be able to get out any stain
from motor oil to ink . Personally, I don't believe it for a
minute.
WPSD has a Alogan that
says, "WPSD cares about
you. II If they care so much for
us, why do they insist on
repeating this inane commercial program that is selling a
product that is overpriced and
probably won't do what it says
it will do?
After the Didi Seven man
finally shuts up, WPSD
sometimes will run yet
another commercial program,
soptetimes selling a car wax
that is supposed to protect
your car's finish against spray
paint, acid and bowling balls.
Once again, I think the product is overpriced and won't
do everything it says it will.
The car wax company undoubtedly hopes that the peo·
ple who watch the program
will be stupid enough to spray
paint their car in hopes that a
wax will take the paint off.
If I decide not to watch the
commercial programB, I turn
to KBSI channel 23 in Cape
Girardeau, Mo. But unfortunately, KBSI usually airs
an old, boring movte on Saturday afternoons; the most recent movie was "The
Godfather."
WSIL channel 3 in Harrisburg, Ill., usually airs

watch the National Basket·
ball Association, which I will
get a chance to do now that the
playoffs have begun.
But basketball will end early in June, which will leave
two months of summer that 1
will have to take up somehow.
Baseball is the solution. Watching the guys pitch the 90
mile per hour fast balls and
seeing the monstrous home
runs and the diving infield
play will help me get through
t he summer.
And baseball has excitement
associated with it off the field.
Pete Rose with his gambling
and Wade Boggs and Steve
Garvey with their marital problems give us extra incentive
to view t he great American
pastime - not to mention the
bench-clearing brawls
Like I said before, baseball
is not my favorite sport, so 1
am not an expert when it
comes to making predictions
about who will win. But from
what I saw last season, the
Oakland Athletics appear to
be the team to beat.
Any team with the speed of
Ricky Henderson and the
power of Jose Canseco and
Mark McGuire should be able
to run roughshod over
everyone else. California and
Kansas City should give the
A's decent competition.
As for the National League,
the Cincinatti Reds are hot
right now; the only question is
if they can keep up their
outstanding play. St. Louis
can be a contender if Pedro
Guerrero can stay healthy and
Vince Coleman can keep stealing bases
I never thought I would be so
glad to see baseball season
start, but compared to the
trash the networks had been
showing, baseball is heaven.

SPORTS

COMMENTARY
Mark

Young
Sports
Editor

nothing better on Saturday
than golf or bowling. Bowling
and golf may be fun to participate in, but a person must
have absolutely nothing else
to do if they sit and watch it on
television.
WBBJ channel 7 in Jackson,
Tenn., airs mostly the same
programs that the Harrisburg
station airs since they are
both ABC affiliates, but occasionally its programming is
slightly different. It still
doesn't matter. About the only
other things they air are
fishing shows or cajun cooking
with Justin Wilson. My ap·
,etite suddenly leaves when
~hat show comes on.
Granted, I could do
something better on Saturday
than watch television, but
since I never watch it during
the week, 1 figure Saturday
should be my day to do
whatever I want, even if that
means doing nothing.
I decide to turn to Cape
Girardeau's other television
station, KFVS channel 12,
and what do I see? Baseball!
I'm .saved! No more car wax,
Didi Seven or people telling
me how they became
millionaires by investing in
property when they started off
with only $1 in their pocket!
Now, I will be the first one to
admit that 1 am not a baseball
fan. I would much rather

Keller willing to run the extra mile
in grueling triathlon competitions
where he placed lOth out of

By MELANIE BUCKLIN

1,000.

Staff Writer

A wave of fitness awareness
has acrossed the nation, but the
thought. of swimming 20,000
yards, biking 200 miles and
running 60 miles each week
causes most people to wince
with pain.
On the other hand, Jeff
Keller, a junior biology major
from Owensboro, spends ap·
proximately 30 hours each
week doing just these types of
exercises.
Keller spends this time training for triathlons across the nation and even overseas.
Keller said he got started
competing in triathlons after
meeting Mike Fleemer. also a
competitor in the sport, at the
YMCA in Owensboro.
"I was interested in some type
of sports, but wasn't sure what,
and someone told me to go talk
to him," he said. "After I met
him, I just wanted to try to do
what he could do, and before
long I was beating him."
Keller, who has been com·
peting in triathlons for two
years, has competed in New

Keller said he works the
hardest at biking. However, he
enjoys doing all three activities.
"It's just a lot more painful
than any of the other ones," he
said. "I just ef\ioy doing all
three because I like the really
long races and doing them all
together."
He said he manages to keep
up with his training schedule
and school work.
"That's all I do," he said. "I
don't work or anything. It's like
my job."
Keller said his training program will expand later on in the
year.
He said competing in
triathlons is for someone who is
tired of specific sports.
"It's for someone who gets
tired of just running or who is a
single-sport person and wants
to do something different," he
said. "Usually, someone just
meets a triathlete and decides
to give it a try."
Keller said he is always look·
ing for someone to train with or
anyone who is also interested in
this type of competition.

Jeff Ketler
Orleans, Chicago, Louisville,
Atlanta, Muncie, Ind., Columbus, Ohio and even Avignon,
France.
Keller was chosen to represent the United States in
Avignon.
"l had to qualify,·· he said. "I
almost made it one time, and so
I decided to go for it again and 1
got tt."
Keller will be competing next
in Panama City, Fla., in the
first part of May.
He said his highest finish was
in Muncie, Ind., Aug. 27, 1989,
/
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WITH T HIS COUPON

14K GOLD BUTTE RCUP
DIAMOND
-·
EARRINGS
88
ONLY$12

r/'1

Preserve Your College Memories
Show your appreciation for a special someone by
having a portrait made of you both together.
Bring your Friend, Big Sis, Big Bro, Lil Sis or UJBro
and receive 2-5" x 7" 's and 8 wallets for $18

__

Don't Let.The.....Memories Fade Away!

Must presert this coupon

753-9540

1912 ColctNater Rd.

T.J.'s

~

Bar~B~Q

Delicious Hickory-Smoked Bar-B-Q

r

Try one of our
large double
burgers.
H's a half-pounded

Convenient drive-thru window.

806 Chestnut

753-0045

Factory
Discount Shoes
16th and Main
(Next to the A TQ house)

O ai!RO
Men's $38.95 and up
Ladies' $25.95 and up

New Spring &Summer
Frog Purses &Belts

$29.95

and

$14.95

-

r. -
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!sPORTS NOl"EBOOKj
Blue-Gold game tonight
The annual Blue-Gold Spring Football Game will be held at 7
p.m. at Roy Stewart Stadium.
The kickoff start is a change from the previously announced 7:30
start.
The teams for the game were selected in a draft conducted by the
1990 Racer seniors last week as they have every spring season
under head coach Mike Mahoney.
Admission to the game is an item of canned food or a monetary
donation to Needline of Murray.

Football Racers sign players
The Murray State University football team has signed two new
players in the past. weeks.
Tim Bland, who was named the Virginia Class AA Player of the
Year, will play for the Racers next season. Bland, a 5-foot-10-inch,
180-pound tailback/wide receiver, rushed for more than 1,000
yards in each of his two years in playing for King George County
High School in Dahlgren, Va., his only two years to play in organized football.
With 4.5 speed in the 40-yard dash, Bland returned nine punts
and three kickoffs for touchdowns in his high school career. He also
won the regional title in the 100-meter dash last spring and has
cleared seven feet in the high jump.
The other new player is Marcus Jackson, a 5-foot-10-inch,
170-pound defensive back from Tilghman High School in Paducah.

Racers
shine at track meet
.
The Murray State University men's track team finished in the
top four spots in 13 of 18 events and placed first fll'st or second in
nine events as they hosted the Murray State University Twilight
Invitational at Roy Stewart Stadium Saturday.
In the 110-meter hurdles, Leigh Golden, a senior from Eatontown, N.J., took first place with a time of 14.45 seconds and also
took first in the 400-meter hurdles.
Seibert Straughn, a sophomore from St. Phillip, Barbados, won
fll'st place in the 200-metar dash and in the 400-meter dash. Carl
Dillard, a freshman from Hopkinsville, placed first in the
800-meter run and the Murray State relay team placed first in the
100-meter relay and the 400-meter relay.
The Racers will compete at the Saluki Invitational on the campus
of SOuthern Illinois University in Carbondale, ill., along with the
Lady Racer track team, and in the Gatorade Series in Tampa, Fla.,
this weekend

Rifle taam signs recruit
The Murray State University rifle team has signed Elizabeth
Anne Herzman to a letter of intent to attend MSU in the fall .
Het-zman was captain of the North Haven High School rifle team
and wns selected Most Valuable Player of the team for the 1989-90
season. In 1989 she was !Ullong the top ten women prone shooters
at C~tmp Perry and won High Junior in the Northeastern States
Championship.
Rille team coach Elvis Green said that Herzman should be a
gre:11 ttdclition to the team.
"Stu- was one ofthe ones we went after," Green said. "We wanted
her bf cause of her grades and scores.''
Gn·l'n said Herzman's decision to come to Murray State was
largt'ly bused on her visit to the campus and her meeting with John
Thompson, Dean of Business and Public Affairs.
"During Spring Break when everyone was gone, he stayed here
and talked to her for about an hour," Green said. "She really ap
predated that."
Het-zman plans to msjor in computer information systems and
business administration.

Myhand among pitching leaders
Despite the Thoroughbreds having a tough season, pitcher Dax
Myhand, a freshman from Paducah, is among the Ohio Valley Con·
ference leaders in pitching.
Myhand has appeared in nine games for the Thoroughbreds this
season, compiling a 4·1 record with a 3.12 earned run average and
has wulked only 13 batters in 34.2 innings.

Intramural champions crowned ·
Champions in various intramural sports have been crowned by
winning tournaments last week.
In the Vernon volleyball tournament, Alpha Gamma Rho
defeated the Lambda Chi Alpha Associates to claim the title.
Oscar's Team captured the championship in the Volleyball '90 title
by defeating the Track Men.
In the Walleyball tournament, XL Will Do won over Don't Know
II.
In floor hockey, Sigma Chi won the Quebec Classic tournament
by winning over Pi Kappa Alpha and the Plague got by Kappa
Alpha to win the Dixie Cup tournament.
In coed softball, The Bop is leading the Ultra Slim Fast league
with a 4-0 record and Alpha Gamma Rho and Three-Peat are tied
for the lead in the Domino's Delivers league at 2-0 each.

---

May2
3:30 p.m. all seats $1
7 p.m. & 9:30 p.m. $1.50 with MSU ID
$2.50 withou t MSU ID
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STREAK ENDS
finals of the sixth seed singles
division before losing to Johen
Sporsen of Tennessee Tech 6-2,
6-2.
Hall reached the finals by
defeating John McDaniel of
Eastern Kentucky 6-3, 4·6, 6-3
in the semifinal round.
Hall and Mathias Arrfelt, a
sophomore from Stockholm,
Sweden, reached the champion·
ship round of the number three
doubles competition before los·
ing to Sporsen and AI Campos
of Tennessee Tech.
Arrfelt and Hall reached 'the
championship round by
defeating Charles Burgess and
Bill Phillips of Austin Peay 6-0,
6.0 in the semifinal round.
Hall said that be and Arrfelt
play well together because their
playing styles are basically the
same. "We both return and
serve well and we know each
other pretty well," he said.
"He's helped me a lot this
season and we beat some good
teams."
Hall said that he was nervous
before the tournament. "I didn't
want to go out there and mess
up," he said. "There was a lot of
pressure and I knew that I had
to come through."
Hall said that Purcell was a
big influence on his play this
season. "Coach Purcell helped
me become a mentally tough
player and a physically better
player," he said.
"The freshmen have gotten a
feel for what it's all about, so it
was a good learning experience
for them," Hawthorne said. "I
don't think this season was a
failure because the streak had
to end sometime."
Hall said that he thought the
sca~n went well for the Racera;.
"We didn't start off well, but we
bounced back to win a lot of
matches," he said. "We went
from a low level to a high level
at the end of the season, but we
just didn't get the job done. We
were disappointed that we
didn't win, but Tennessee Tech

was just better than us."
In other action for the Racers,
Tomas Hult, a junior from Uppsala, Sweden, fmished t hird in
the number one singles com·
petition with a 6-2, 6-4 win over
Toby Bryan of Morehead in the
consolation round.
Rob Olmstead, a sophomore
from Troy, Mich., finished sixth
in the number two singles competition as he lost to Dave
Johnson of Morehead 7·5, 7-5.
In the fifth seed competition,
Arrfelt finished third with a
6-0, 6-4 win over Adrian Barry
of Austin Peay in the consolation round.
Purcell said that he was
somewhat disappointed with
the second-place finish, but that
Tennessee Tech had a strong
team. "They returned all of
their players from last season
and we were a young team, and
their experience showed up in
the conference tournament," he
said.
"I told the team after t he tournament that we had worked
hard this season, but that we
would have to work harder next
season, and I hope we can go
back and win it next season,
Purcell said.
The Racers have no seniors on
the roster, but Purcell said that
Arrfelt and Olmstead will not
play for the team next year, Ar·
rfelt because of a knee injury.
''Michael Hall and Scott Yarbrough did real well and did
what they were expected to do,"
Purcell said. "Doug Hawthorne
led us in victories this season. I
couldn't ask anyone to play
much better than he did."
Purcell said that he was not
disappointed with the Racers'
season. "When you play ow·
schedule, our final record
(11 -16) isn't what you want," he
said. " We hustled this season,
and our guys wanted to win, but
it's hard to win one champion·
ship, let alone 11.''

CRIGLER
Continued from Page 21
three years. He's done an excellent job and has had live AIJ.
OVC linemen. He also keeps in
touch with the NFL for the
latest techniques for offensive
linemen and he's taught those
to me.
"The second has been the fact
that we've run a passing offense
and has allowed me to practice
those techniques; it's been a big
plus," he said.
Crigler also said Carpenter is
helping him prepare for his experience with the Bengals.
"I'm working out t wo to three
days a week with him," Crigler
said. " We start at 7 a .m. and it
lasts about 45 minutes.
" He really gave me the
chance and I've tried not to let
him down; I can't say e nough
about him," Crigler said.
Crigler travels to Cincinnati
today to begin a mini-camp
which be said is a type of orien·
tation to bow the Bengal program works.
The camp will run until next
week which cou l d c r i mp
Crigler's studies for flll8ls. But
Crigler , who has a grade point
average of more than 3.4, said
all t his will do is take a little
study time away. " I'm in pretty
good shape," he said.
The big test for Crigler comes
in the su mmer when t he

Bengals conduct training camp
where the rookies try to impress
the coaches enough to claim a
spot on the roster.
"I'm going up there CCincin·
nati) with the attitude that I'll
make it, that I can take a spot
and that I deserve it," Crigler
said. "I'll just work hard and do
the best I can."
This was also supposed to
have been the week Racer
quarterback Michael Proctor
took his rll'st steps toward
greatness. Bu t unfortunately it
was not meant to be for t he man
Racer fans have come to know
as the "General."
Proctor, a four-year starter
and bolder of 13 school and
eigh t OVC passing records, was
not selected, a development
t hat came as a shock to many.
'1 think a ll t he juniors com·
ing out hurt him," Crig ler said.
" De t roit (L io ns) and Indiana polis (Colts) were the t wo
who were interested in him but
when Indianapolis took J eff
George and Detroit took Andre
Ware t hey didn't 'need him."
Crigler issued a warning:
"I've known him (Proctor) for a
long t ime and I have never
known him to quit," be said. "I
think he'll use this to try to prove everyone wrong. Don't count
Mike Proctor out."
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Advertise with
The Murray State News

Save Inside & Outside During

Pier l's
Spring

Sidewalk Sale

®

inside ... 20% to 50% off Storewide!
outside ... 50% to 75% off Sidewalk items!

3 Big Days
This Friday, Saturday and Sunday
1205 B Chestnut Street
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Alpha Phi house.
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~ Buy or Lease A New

Chevrolet or Geo And

Get $600 Off When You Qualify.
The GMAC College GrrWate Finance Pieri can
help put you In fast forward...at our deale~.
Qualify and you11 get $600 off Chevrolet or Geo.
Plus, no previous credit is needed. There's just a
low <bM'1 payrnert Ytilan you' Jlrchase, and you
can choose to defer your first payment for 90
days.• Or, you can lake acNarllage of fincn:ing
options tike SMART LEASE • by GMAC and GMAC's
Bu)Ws Choice Plan.
Just remembef:This is a limited-tine oifer, so get
Into fast forward today!

Dwaln Taylor Chevrolet-Geo, Inc.
South 12th Street

753-2617

: ~--~~--~--------------------------------------------------------~

Aprl127 & 28

Friday And Saturday

Outside
the store in the
parking

I

Inside ·
the store

·

lot

Dennison-Hunt's
· Annual Garage
Sale
-Closeouts
-Discontinued
···--. Items
-Odd Sizes

All Items
Way Below
Cost!

Everything
Throughout
·The Store!
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SPORTING 800DS
Open: Monday-Saturday 9 a.m.-6 p.m.

Murray
Kentucky
753-8844

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIF~"

